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I. INTRODUCTION
In 1980, the European Union adopted the Convention on the
Law Applicable to Contractual Obligations, commonly called the
"Rome Convention."' In order to advance unification and harmoni-
zation of choice of law in the European community and to eliminate
the inconveniences arising from the diversity of the rules of conflict,2
the Rome Convention, effective April 1, 1991, established the uni-
form rules concerning choice of law in contracts among EU member
states. Some twenty-seven years later, the European Parliament and
the Council of European Union stepped further and promulgated a
sister regulation on July 11, 2007, namely the Regulation on the Law
Applicable to Non-Contractual Obligations. To differentiate it from
the Rome Convention, the Regulation is labeled as Rome II,3 and the
Rome Convention is now referred to as Rome I.
4
Like Rome I, Rome II is purposed to enhance the "compatibility
of the rules applicable in the member states concerning the conflict
of law[s]." But Rome II has a stated focus on the "harmonisation of
Associate Professor of Law, Temple University Beasley School of Law.
European Economic Cmty., Convention on the Law Applicable to Contractual
Obligations, opened for signature June 19, 1980, 1980 OJ. (L 266) [hereinafter Rome
Convention].
2 See Mario Giuliano & Paul Lagarde, Report on the Convention on the Law Ap-
plicable to Contractual Obligations, 1980 O.J. (C 282) 0001-0050. The Rome Con-
vention was opened for signature in Rome on June 19, 1980, for the then nine Mem-
ber States and entered into force on April 1, 1991. When the Convention was signed
by Austria, Finland, and Sweden, a consolidated version was drawn up and published
in the Official Journal in 1998. A further consolidated version was published in the
Official Journal in 2005 following the accession of ten new Member States to the
Convention.
3 Regulation 864/2007, 2007 O.J. (L 199/40) (EC) [hereinafter Rome II].
4 House of Lords, European Union Committee, The Rome II Regulation: Report
with Evidence, 12-13, HL Paper 66, 8th Report of Session 2003-04 (April 7, 2004)
[hereinafter Report on Rome II].
5 Rome II, supra note 3, at para. 2.
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conflict-of-law rules" with respect to non-contractual obligations.6
Aimed at helping attain legal certainty regarding the applicable law
in non-contractual obligations,7 Rome II sets forth the choice-of-law
rules that are required to be uniformly applied in the whole Euro-
pean Community "irrespective of the nature of the court or tribunal
seised."8
Under Article 1 of Rome II, the material scope of the Regulation
is defined to cover "non-contractual obligations in civil and commer-
cial matters" in "situations involving a conflict of laws," excluding in
particular "revenue, customs or administrative matters" or "the liabili-
ty of the State for acts and omissions in the exercise of State authority
(acta iure imperil)."9 For purposes of Rome II, a conflict-of-laws situa-
tion means the situation in which civil and commercial matters in-
volve cross-border, non-contractual obligations subject to the laws of
two or more States (Countries), 10 primarily among the EU member
States.
In the civil law system, "obligation" is originated from the term
"obligatio" ("obligationes"), a Roman law concept that might still be
alien to many common law lawyers. Pursuant to Institutes ofJustinian,
the obligatio was characterized as "a bond of law by which we are un-
der a necessity of releasing (solvendae) something according to the
laws of our state."" Roman jurist Gaius divided obligationes into three
major categories as to their origin, including obligationes ex contractu
(obligations arising out of contracts), ex delicto (obligations incurred
in torts), and ex variis causarumfiguris (obligations by other causes or
an unclassifiable miscellaneous group). 2 The ex variis causarum fig-
ures category was understood to contain the subcategories obligationes
quasi ex contractu (quasi-contractual obligations) and quasi ex delicto
(quasi-delictual obligations)."
Thus, in the law of countries with a civil law tradition, obliga-
tions are generally classified into contractual obligations and non-
6 Id. at para. 4.
Id. at para. 6.Id. at para. 8.
Id. at art. 1.
10 See Symeon C. Symeonides, Rome II and Tort Conflict: A Missed Opportunity, 56
AM]. COMP. L. 173, 178 (2008).
THOMAS COLLETr SANDERS, THE INSTITUTES OFJUS-nNiAN 319 (7th ed. 1917); see
also A DICTIONARY OF GREEK AND ROMAN ANTIQUITIES 817-21 (William Smith et al.
eds., 1875).
12 A DICrIONARY OF GREEK AND ROMAN ANTIQUITIES, supra note 11, at 818; see also
Max Radin, The Roman Law of Quasi-Contract, 23 VA. L. REV. 241, 242 (1937).
1s A DICTIONARY OF GREEK AND ROMAN ANTIQUITIES, supra note 11, at 818.
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contractual obligations. The former deal with consensual obligations
while the latter cover non-consensual obligations.1 4 Non-contractual
obligations are further classified into obligations that arise out of a
tort, and other obligations-or non-tort obligations. The non-tort
obligations refer to, in particular, unjust enrichment and negotiorum
gestio (agency without due authority). 5 In addition, there also devel-
oped a doctrine of culpa in contrahendo (faulty in contract negotiat-
ing) under which a liability arising out of unsuccessful contract nego-
tiations may be imposed. 1
6
In common law countries, the United States for example, a quite
popular term used to describe non-contractual obligations other than
torts is "quasi-contract," which is construed to cover unjust enrich-
ment and negotiorum gestio.'7 Although it is claimed that the concept
of quasi-contract originated in Roman law,' 8 the concept is generally
disregarded in civil law countries because the term is deemed dan-
gerous and confusing.' 9 The major concern is that the term "quasi-
contract" may create an assumption that unjust enrichment and nego-
tiorum gestio are "akin to contract. 2 0 Thus, in civil law countries, both
unjust enrichment and negotiorum gestio are regarded as obligations
14 Radin, supra note 12, at 243-44.
15 See Report on Rome II, supra note 4, at art. 2. In addition, the negotiorum gestio
refers to the situation in which a gestor acts on behalf of a principal for the benefit of
that principal but without the consent of that principal, and the action is later rati-
fied by the principal. Negotiorum Gestio, Wiktionary, http://en.wiktionary.org/
wiki/negotiorum-gestio (last visited June 5, 2009). The gestor is only entitled to
reimbursement of expenses and not to remuneration. Id. The underlying principle
being that negotiorum gestio arises from an act of generosity and friendship and is not
aimed at allowing the gestor to make a profit out of his administration. Id.
16 First introduced in 1861 by German scholar Von Jhering, the doctrine of culpa
in contrahendo advocated that "damages should be recoverable against the party
whose blameworthy conduct during negotiations for a contract brought about its in-
validity or prevented its perfection," meaning that contracting parties are under a
duty to deal in good faith with each other during the negotiation stage, or else face
liability. See Friedrich Kessler & Edith Fine, Culpa in Contrahendo, Bargaining in
Good Faith, and Freedom of Contract: A Comparative Study, 77 HARV. L. REV. 401, 401-02
(1964). This doctrine does not seem to have its place in the common law, but a simi-
lar counterpart, in the United States for example, is perhaps the concept of pre-
contractual liability that is aimed at protecting the rights of parties if their negotia-
tions fail. See Allan Farnsworth, Precontractual Liability and Preliminary Agreements: Fair
Dealing and Failed Negotiations, 87 COLUM. L. REv. 217, 285 (1987).
17 See ALLAN FARNSWORTH, CoNTRAcTs 101 (3d ed. 1998).
18 See Radin, supra note 12, at 242.
19 See Konrad Zweigert & Dierk Mfiller-Gindullis, Quasi-Contracts, in 3
INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF LEGAL SCIENCE, INTERNATIONAL ENCYCLOPEDIA OF
COMPARATIvE LAw§ 30-1, at 3 (Kurt Lipstein ed., 1973).
20 Id.
863
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sui generis (its own kind), distinguished from both contracts and
torts."
Against that background, Rome II defines the non-contractual
obligations as those that arise out of "tort/ delict, unjust enrichment,
negotiorum gestio, or culpa in contrahendo."" The coverage of Rome II
not only includes the non-contractual obligations that are incurred,
but it also embraces the "non-contractual obligations that are likely to
arise, ' 3 meaning that in conflicts involving non-contractual obliga-
tions, the law applicable is to be the law of the country in which the
24damages arise or are likely to arise. However, Rome II does not ap-
ply to the non-contractual obligations that involve family relations,
matrimonial property, negotiable instruments, corporations, trusts,
nuclear damage, or rights relating to personality. 25 These are the le-
gal areas in which either exists wide disagreement as to the applicable
rules or special attention is needed due to their unique distinction.
The most innovative part of Rome II is its introduction of the
principle of party autonomy into the choice of law for non-
contractual obligations, allowing the parties freedom of choice of law
to determine their obligations beyond contracts.26 This is innovative
because party autonomy is a product of freedom of contract and ap-
plies to the consensual obligations with regard to choice of law, and
such autonomy never had anything to do with torts or other non-
consensual obligations. In this context, Rome II, at least in part, is
hailed to have exemplified a European revolution in the conflict of
laws.
2 1
Rome II also reverses its member state's common practice, which
uses the principle of the lex loci delicti commissi (law of the place where
the tortious conduct is committed or simply the law of the place of
conduct) as the basic solution for non-contractual obligations, and it
adopts the principle of the lex loci damni (law of place of damage).28
The reason is that the practical application of the principle of the lex
loci delicti commissi-where the component factors of the case involve
21 Id.
2 Rome II, supra note 3, at art. 2(1).
23 Id. at art. 2(2).
24 Report on Rome II, supra note 4, at 14.
25 Rome II, supra note 3, at art. 1.
26 Id. at art. 14.
27 See generally Ralf Michaels, The New European Choice-of-Law Revolution, 82 TUL. L.
REv. 1607 (2008). See alsoJohan Meeusen, Instrumentalisation of Private International
Law in the European Union: Toward a European Conflicts Revolution ?, 9 EUR.J. MIGR. & L.
287, 300-02 (2007).
28 Rome II, supra note 3, at para. 16.
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several countries-varies, which engenders uncertainty as to the ap-
plicable law.2 It is then believed that "[a] connection with the coun-
try where the direct damage occurred ... strikes a fair balance be-
tween the interests of the person claimed to be liable and the person
sustaining the damage.30
Simply put, under Rome II, except for special types of cases, a
non-contractual obligation related to two or more countries shall, by
default, be governed by the law that is agreed to by the parties. 3' Ab-
sent the parties' choice, as a general rule, "the law applicable to a
non-contractual obligation arising out of a tort/ delict shall be the law
of the country in which the damage occurs, unless the parties in-
volved have a common residence in another country at the time the
damage occurs, 33 or the tort/delict is manifestly more closely con-
nected with another country.3
The special types of cases prescribed in Rome II, where applica-
tion of the party autonomy principle is excluded, concern the non-
contractual obligations arising from such cases as product liability, 5
36
unfair competition and acts restricting free competition, environ
mental damage,37 infringement of intellectual property rights, s and
industrial action. 39 The non-contractual obligations in those cases,
though broadly tortious in nature, are governed by particular choice-
of-law rules explicitly provided in Rome II because they are characte-
rized into special categories. In addition, Rome II has separate provi-
sions that are applied respectively to other non-contractual obliga-
tions other than torts, including unjust enrichment, 40 negotiorum
gestio,4' and culpa in contrahendo.
42
It is important to note that Rome II requires a universal applica-
tion, which means that "any law specified by Rome II" shall be ap-
2 Id. at para. 15.
30 Id. at para. 16.
31 Id. at art. 14.
32 Id. at art. 4 (1).
33 Id. at art. 4(2).
Rome II, supra note 3, at art. 4(2).
35 Id. at art. 5.
Id. at art. 6.
37 Id. at art. 7.
38 Id. at art. 8.
Id. at art. 9.
40 Rome 1, supra note 3, at art. 10.
41 Id. at art. 11.
42 Id. at art. 12.
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plied "whether or not it is the law of a member state."43 Thus, in its
application, Rome II "will preempt the national choice-of-law rules of
the European Union's member states," except for Denmark, in rela-
tion to non-contractual obligations.44 To a certain extent, adoption
of Rome II demonstrates that choice of law in the European Union is
being instrumentalized, making the private international law of Eu-
ropean countries "a European private international law.,
45
This Article provides an analytical review of Rome II, but the fo-
cus is on the application of the doctrine of party autonomy to the
choice of law applicable to non-contractual obligations. Part II ex-
amines conventional approaches in the choice of law governing non-
contractual obligations. It argues that in past decades, choice of law
in tort cases has experienced more dramatic change than any other
area in the conflict-of-law arena, but the transition from the single
and territorially-based "place of wrong" rule to the multiple, as well as
flexible, approaches posed great challenges to the certainty and pre-
dictability that the modern conflict of law is driven to achieve.
Part III discusses Rome II and its infusion of the party autonomy
principle into non-contractual obligations. It analyzes both ex ante
agreement and ex post agreement upon the choice of law applicable
to non-contractual obligations and the issues related to their applica-
tion. It also examines certain limitations imposed by Rome II on the
parties' freedom of choice. For example, one such limitation con-
cerns both the "domestic case" and the "intra-community case." The
Article further analyzes the issues Rome II has to overcome and ar-
gues that it might not be wise to exclude indiscriminately the choice
of law by party agreement from substantive areas such as infringe-
ment of intellectual property rights and unfair competition.
Part IV explores the likely impacts Rome II will have on choice-
of-law analysis and the challenges it poses to American choice of law.
By comparing the American choice-of-law revolution with the devel-
opment of choice of law in the European Union, it explains the dif-
ferent direction each has respectively headed. It intends to emphas-
ize that Rome II represents a growing trend in the choice-of-law
development in the European Union: the unification of choice-of-law
rules and the maintenance of certainty and predictability. The ar-
gument is that the American conflict-of-law revolution brought the
choice of law in the United States from rules to approaches, making
American choice of law too pragmatic to be measurable.
43 Id. at art. 3(1).
See Symeonides, supra note 10, at 175.
45 Meeusen, supra note 27, at 287.
866 [Vol. 39:861
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In conclusion, this Article stresses that the application of the
party autonomy doctrine in the determination of choice of law in
non-contractual obligations crosses over the traditional line between
consensual choice of law by the parties and non-consensual obliga-
tions. This Article argues that by allowing the parties to choose the
law they wish to govern their non-contractual obligations, Rome II
represents a historical change in modern choice-of-law doctrine, and
the change offers a great opportunity to rethink American choice of
law. The hope is that American choice of law would be repositioned
to be compatible with the international trend and common practice.
II. CHOICE OF LAW IN NON-CONTRACTUAL OBLIGATIONS AND
EVOLVING APPROACHES
Non-contractual obligations may arise from either torts or other
non-consensual conduct. 46 Because non-contractual obligations lack
a consensual basis, the obligations may arise only by operation of
law. 7 Thus, unlike contractual obligations created by the agreement
of parties to the contract, non-contractual obligations greatly depend
on the specific rules of the place to which they are related." In other
words, the issue of territoriality, in terms of application of law, tradi-
tionally is deemed a more important factor in determining a non-
contractual obligation than in ascertaining a contractual obligation. "
Not surprisingly, therefore, in the choice-of-law context, non-
contractual obligations are influenced strongly by territorial impera-
tives that such obligations be governed by the law of the place that is
either the location of the occurrence of the underlying event or is re-
See supra notes 14-16 and accompanying text.
47 Torts, for example, are defined as "the breach of duties fixed and imposed
upon the parties by the law itself, without regard to their consent to assume them, or
their efforts to evade them." W. PAGE KEETON ETAL., PROSSER AND KEETON ON TORTS 4
(W. Page Keeton ed., 5th ed. 1984).
48 See id. at 3 (stating that "there is no such thing as a law of Tort, but only a law
of particular unconnected torts-that is, a set of pigeon-holes, each bearing a name,
into which the act or omission of the defendant must be fitted before the law will
take cognizance of it and afford a remedy").
49 In many torts cases, for example, the defendant's act must be actionable both
by the lex loci delicti (the law of the place of wrong) and lexfori (the law of forum). See
Herbert Goodrich, Tort Obligations and the Conflict of Laws, 73 U. PA. L. REv. 19, 27-28
(1925). Further, pursuant to the 1986 General Principles of the Civil Law of China,
"[a] n act committed outside the People's Republic of China shall not be treated as [a
tortious] act." General Principles of the Civil Law (promulgated by the Standing
Comm. Nat'l People's Cong., Apr. 12, 1986, effective Jan. 1, 1987), ch. VIII, art. 146,
in LEGIsLATIVE AFFAIRS OFFICE, STATE COUNCIL, LAWS AND REGULATIONS 18 (2001)
(P.R.C.).
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lated to the event." This notion can be further illustrated by the fact
that as early as the sixteenth century, when the conflict of law was still
in its initial stage of development,5 contractual obligations were al-
lowed to depart from the traditional doctrine of lex loci contractus-
that the contract was to be governed by the law chosen by the parties
under the doctrine of party autonomy," while the law applicable to
non-contractual obligations remained purely territorial."'
In the past decades, however, choice of law in non-contractual
obligations has witnessed sweeping changes, particularly in the torts
context.14 As a result, territoriality still plays a role in shaping the
choice-of-law rules for non-contractual obligations, but the domin-
ance of territorially-based, traditional rules has become less and less
of a phenomenon." With regard to torts, the expanding range of
tort problems seriously challenged the single-factor, territorial,
choice-of-law rule 5 and, in the meantime, these problems generated
a strong need for flexibility in determining the governing law for a
particular tort."
50 See Goodrich, supra note 49, at 19 ("'The right to sue for the tort, the liability
of the perpetrator, and the defenses that he may plead are, with few exceptions, go-
verned by the law of the place.'") (quoting Dorr Cattle Co. v. Des Moines Nat'l Bank,
98 N.W. 918, 922 (Iowa 1904)); see also RUSSELLJ. WEINTRAUB, COMMENTARY ON THE
CONFLICT OF LAwS 373 (5th ed. 2006) ("A territorial rule is one that selects a state's
law without regard to the law's content but based on some contact that state has with
the Xarties or the transaction.").
"The development of the principles of conflict of laws began in the Italian uni-
versities in the 1200's and 1300's during the revival of the study of Roman law."
WILLIS L. M. REESE & MAURICE ROSENBERG, CASES AND MATERIALS ON CONFLICT OF LAWS
4 (Elliot E. Cheatham et al. eds., 8th ed. 1984).
52 See Mo Zhang, Party Autonomy and Beyond: An International Perspective of Contrac-
tual Choice of Law, 20 EMORY INT'L L. REv. 511, 517 (2006).
53 See ROGER C. CRAMTON ET AL., CONFLICT OF LAWS: CASES, COMMENTS, AND
QUESTIONS 15 (4th ed. 1987) ("The traditional approach to choice of law determines
the applicable law by locating territorially the relevant event or thing. In many cases
it is a simple matter to localize the transaction in space, and thus to find the govern-
ing law.").
See WEINTRAUB, supra note 50, at 371.
55 See Symeon C. Symeonides, The American Revolution and the European Evolution in
Choice of Law: Reciprocal Lessons, 82 TUL. L. REV. 1741, 1744-53 (2008).
See WEINTRAUB, supra note 50, at 371-72.
57 A British scholar once suggested the adoption of a "proper law" doctrine, such
as that which was used in contracts, to govern torts because scholars doubted that
"courts w[ould] achieve socially desirable results if they appl[ied] the same conflicts
rule"-the place of wrong-"to liability for automobile negligence, radio defamation,
escaping animals, the seduction of women, economic conspiracies, and conversion."
J. H. C. Morris, The Proper Law of a Tort, 64 HARV. L. REV. 881, 884 (1951). That scho-
lar believed that "[a] proper law approach, intelligently applied, would furnish a
much-needed flexibility." Id.
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As far as other non-contractual obligations are concerned, al-
though their pertinent resources are considered less abundant than
other legal institutions,58 it is discernable that a change has been tak-
ing place in the choice of law from so-called "rigid connecting facts"
rules such as lex loci 9 to a more relation-based approach, such as lex
causae condictionis (the law governing the underlying relationship)60
or "proper law."" But it is still the case that the choice-of-law rules in
non-contractual obligations other than torts are far from well estab-
lished.12 Compared with torts, "classification and definition of other
non-contractual obligations may be more complex and difficult.""5
A. Traditional Choice-of-Law Approach in Torts: Lex Loci Delicti
Choice of law analysis is believed to have originated in twelfth-
century, northern Italy in which there existed city-states that were in-
dependent entities, each having its own judiciary and local law. 4
When trade between them increased and conflicts between their local
laws arose with some frequency, the need for choice-of-law rules be-
came imminent.65 To deal with city states' conflicting statutes, 6 Ital-
ian legal scholars, reputed as "statutists,"'67 created an Italian school
and developed a choice-of-law theory called "statute theory" to deal
with conflicts between the statutes of cities.8 Bartolus de Saxoferrato,
was claimed to have had "virtually the last new word" in choice of
law.6 As the first man to deal with the choice-of-law subject in prin-
ciple, 0 he represented the idea that choice-of-law problems can be
58 See Zweigert & Mfiller-Gindullis, supra note 19, § 30-1, at 3.
59 Id. § 30-20, at 11.
60 Id.; see also Peter Hay, Unjust Enrichment in the Conflict of Laws: A Comparative
View of German Law and the American Restatement 2d, 26 AM.J. COMp. L. 1, 2 (1978).
61 T.W. Bennett, Choice of Law Rules in Claims of Unjust Enrichment, 39 INT'L &
COMP. L.Q. 136,152 (1990).
62 See Report on Rome II, supra note 4, at 8.
63 Id. at 9.
64 See GENE R. SHREVE, A CONFLIcr-OF-LAwS ANTHOLOGY 7-8 (1997) (citing
FRIEDRICHJUENGER, CHOICE OF LAW AND MULTISTATEJUSTICE 11 (1993)).
65 See REESE & ROSENBERG, supra note 51.
66 Edoardo Vitta, The Impact in Europe of the American "Conflicts Revolution", 30 AM.
J. Comp. L. 1, 7 (1982).
67 CRAMTON ETAL., supra note 53, at 1.
68 REESE & ROSENBERG, supra note 51, at 4.
69 LEA BRILMAYER, CONFLIC OF LAWS: FOUNDATIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS 12
(1991).
70 P.M. NORTH, CHESHIRE AND NORTH: PRIVATE INTERNATIONAL LAw 20 (10th ed.,
Butterworth & Co. 1979) (1935).
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resolved by "'the ordinary processes of construction and interpreta-
tion"' of law.7'
The most distinctive feature of the statute theory was its classifi-
cation of the law into three categories for determining the applicable
law in transactions involving more than one city state: "real," "person-
al," and "mixed" statutes.7 Under the statute theory, the "real" sta-
tutes applied within the territory of the city that created the law be-
cause they were territorial in nature, while the "personal" statutes
followed the city's citizenry even when in another city state.73 The
"mixed" statutes applied to all acts done in the city state of the enact-
ing sovereign.74 Thus, except for personal statutes, which included
laws that govern capacity, all laws were territorial and could only be
effective within the boundary of the city state where the law was
enacted. 
In addition, the Italian school established a principle of locus re-
git actum (the place determines the act) to govern the act or conduct.
Although the principle itself, as expressed by Bartolus, was consi-
dered "a final point of a secular debate on foreign condition,, 76 it in
essence permitted "a party to employ the form of the law in force in
the country in which he happens to act., 77 In other words, in transac-
tions, the lex loci actus (the law of the place of the act) must be ob-
served.78 Similarly, there developed a rule of lex loci delicti (the law of
the place where a wrong was committed), or lex loci in short, to go-
vern civil wrongs, 79 a concept later developed in "tort law."'
71 Friedrich K. Juenger, American and European Conflicts Law, 30 AM. J. COMP. L.
117, 119 (1982) (quotations omitted).
72 NORTH, supra note 70, at 20; see also CRAMTON ETAL., supra note 53, at 1.
73 See DAVID F. CAVERS, THE CHOICE-OF-LAW PROCEss 2 (1965).
74 NORTH, supra note 70, at 21.
75 See Fritz von Schiwind, Problems of Codification of Private International Law, 17
INT'L & COMP. L.Q. 428, 430 (1968) ("In the mind of Bartolus and all the later scho-
lars the problem of private international law was the territorial limitation of the ap-
plication of the law."); see alsoJUENGER, supra note 64, at 14; Ernest G. Lorenzen, Hu-
ber's de Conflictu Legum, 13 ILL. L. REV. 375, 378-79 (1919).
76 Renato Sansa & Ercole Sont, Governance of Diversity Between Social Dynamics and
Conflicts in Multicultural Cities: A Selected Survey on Historical Bibliography 4 (Fondazione
Eni Enrico Mattei, Working Paper No. 73.05, 2005), available at http://ssrn.com
/abstract=728943.
77 0. Kahn-Freund, Locus Regit Actum, 7 MOD. L. REV. 238, 241 (1944).
78 Id. at 240.
See BARTOLO OF SASSOFERRATO, BARTOLUS ON THE CONFLICT OF LAWS 23-24, 56-
57, 60 (Joseph Henry Beale trans., 1914) (stating that "[i]f a foreigner does a wrong,"
then that foreigner "should be punished by the law of the place where he offended..
. because statutes which have to do with the substance of the suit do not extend to
those things which happened outside the territory"); see also Kahn-Freund, supra note
77, at 240.
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Later, Dutch scholars reinforced the territorial principle of
choice of law, though they seemed to reject the traditional idea of
classifying laws as real and personal." ' Ulrich Huber, a renowned
Dutch jurist, adopted the territorially-based, choice-of-law rules into
his famous "three maxims,"82 whereby a doctrine of "comity" was de-
veloped. Comity, as applied in choice of law, essentially provided a
legitimate ground for recognition of foreign-created rights in each
state, dismissing the idea that application of a foreign law was an ob-
ligation.
83
Huber was regarded as "the first writer who made it clear beyond
[a] doubt" that to recognize foreign-created rights was merely a "con-
cession which [a] state made" for "convenience and utility." 4 Huber
also further illustrated the principle of locus regit actum by pointing
out that "all transactions and acts .... rightly done according to the
law of any particular place, are valid even where a different law pre-
vails, and where, had they been so done, they would not have been
valid."05 "On the other hand," according to Huber, "transactions and
acts done in violation of the law of that place, since they are invalid
from the beginning, cannot be valid anywhere. 86
However, classic territorialism met challenges in many European
countries. In Germany for example, Friedrich Carl von Savigny,
80 See kEETON ET AL., supra note 47, at 1 ("Not until yesterday, as legal generations
go, did torts achieve recognition as a distinct branch of the law."); see also R.K Kura-
towski, Torts in Private International Law, 1 INT'L L.Q. 172, 172 (1947) ("There is no
term which corresponds to the English term 'tort' in French, German or in Polish
and other Slav languages. And although etymologically the English wrong termed
'tort' is the equivalent of the French 'tort' the legal term 'tort' is unknown in French
law.").
81 See Lorenzen, supra note 75, at 395.
82 Huber's three maxims were as follows:
(1) The laws of each state have force within the limits of that govern-
ment and bind all subjects to it, but not beyond;
(2) All persons within the limits of a government, whether they live
there permanently or temporarily, are deemed to be subjects thereof;
and
(3) Sovereigns will so act by way of comity that rights acquired within
limits of a government retain their force everywhere so far as they do
not cause prejudice to the powers or rights of such government or of
their subjects.
Id. at 376.
83 SeeJUENGER, supra note 64, at 20-21.
84 Lorenzen, supra note 75, at 378.
85 Id. at 404.
86 Id.
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whose writings on conflict of law remain influential today, 7 "did not
seek for solutions to choice-of-law problems in the classification of lo-
cal statutes. Instead, he sought to find a proper seat for each legal re-
lationship in its connection with a given state whose law would there-
by be rendered applicable, whatever its terms."" Unlike the statutists,
to identify proper "seat" for purposes of choice of law, Savigny fo-
cused on "connecting factors," including "domicile, situs, place of
transaction and place of litigation." 9 In addition, in developing his
"seat" theory, Savigny turned his attention to the principle of lex foi
(the law of forum), making it "the fountainhead of all conflict of
laws." 90
Even in Italy, the home of the statute theory, an emphasis on na-
tionality other than local statutes developed. Advocated by Pasquale
Stanislao Mancini (1817-88), the personal law became an important
principle with regard to choice of law. Mancini "urged that choice of
law be based on the principle of nationality""' and "attributed fun-
damental importance to the ties of allegiance that link individuals to
their home countries."9  According to Mancini, the personal law
principle shall take priority over the territoriality principle in choice
of law unless the matters involve "public policy, sovereignty, [or]
rights in real estate."" It was his belief that "private law [was] primar-
ily personal.
9 4
Despite the differences, the lex loci delicti remains the general
rule in Europe when dealing with torts,; even at the present time."
The dominance of this classic doctrine, however, has been weakening
87 SeeJUENGER, supra note 64, at 40 ("Outside the United States, Savigny's doc-
trine still dominates, despite the fact that several European scholars, sufficiently dis-
enchanted with mechanical jurisprudence, have mounted an all-out attack on his
conceptual edifice.").
CAvERS, supra note 73, at 5; see alsoJUENGER, supra note 64, at 34-40 (discussing
Savigny's seat theory). Savigny's conflict treatise, originally published in 1849, was
translated and republished in 1869. See FRIEDRICH CARL VON SAVIGNY, PRIVATE
INTERNATIONAL LAW: A TREATISE ON THE CONFLICT OF LAWS, AND THE LIMITS OF THEIR
OPERATION IN RESPECT OF PLACE AND TIME (William Guthrie trans., 1869).
89 JUENGER, supra note 64, at 37.
90 Albert A. Ehrenzweig, Savigny and the Lex Fori, Story and Jurisdiction: A Reply to
Professor Briggs, 53 CAL L. REV. 535, 536 (1965); see also ALBERT A. EHRENZWEIG,
CONFLICT OF LAWS 322 (1962).
91 CAvERS, supra note 73, at 5.
SeeJUENGER, supra note 64, at 41.
93 See id.
9 See id.
95 Kuratowski, supra note 80, at 174.
96 Bernard Hanotiau, The American Conflicts Revolution and European Tort Choice-of-
Law Thinking, 30 AM.J. COMP. L. 73, 88 (1982).
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since as early as the late nineteenth century as a result of the advoca-
tion for its displacement and the application of other rules in certain
tort cases. In England, for example, the 1870 case Phillips v. Eyre set
a common law rule that required an action brought on a foreign tort
to be actionable under both the lexfori and the lex loci.9" This double
actionability rule was further elaborated in the 1971 House of Lords
decision in Boys v. Chaplin."
Thus, for centuries, although the place of wrong was an impor-
tant factor in England for torts committed abroad, "an act [was] not
actionable in England if it [was] justifiable by the law of the place
where it ha[d] been committed[,] [and] . . . the wrong must [have
been] of such a character that it would have been actionable if [it
was] committed in England.""1 °  In 1995, the Private International
Law (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act was enacted, and a statutory rule
of modified lex loci was adopted to replace the double actionability
rule-although the double actionability is still required in defama-
tion cases.'01 Under the modified lex loci, the law other than the law
of the place of wrong is applied in cases of personal injury and dam-
age to property, as well as other cases involving the most significant
elements.'o2
97 See id.
98 Phillips v. Eyre, 6 L.R.Q.B. 1 (1870); Albert A. Ehrenzweig, The Not So 'Proper"
Law of A Tort: Pandora's Box, 17 INT'L & CoMP. L.Q.,1, 2-5 (1968).
99 Boys v. Chaplin, 1971 A.C. 356 (H.L.) (appeal taken from Eng.); C.GJ. Morse,
Torts in Private International Law: A New Statutory Framework, 45 INT'L & COMP. L.Q.
888, 889 (1996).
100 Kuratowski, supra note 80, at 177.
101 Alan Reed, The Anglo-American Revolution in Tort Choice of Law Principles: Para-
digm Shift orPandora's Box?, 18 AIuz.J. INT'L & COMP. L. 867, 922-23 (2001).
Section 11 of the 1995 Private International Law (Miscellaneous Provisions)
Act provides:
1. The general rule is that the applicable law is the law of the country
in which the events constituting the tort or delict in question occur.
2. Where elements of those events occur in different countries, the
applicable law under the general rule is to taken as being-
a. for the cause of action in respect of personal injury
caused to an individual or death resulting from personal
injury, the law of the country where the individual was
when he sustained injury;
b. for a cause of action in respect of damage to property,
the law of the country where the property was when it was
damaged; and
c. in any other case, the law of the country in which the
most significant element or elements of those events oc-
curred.
3. In this section "personal injury" includes disease or any impair-
ment of physical or mental condition.
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The lex loci would also be set aside where the parties have the
same "personal law," or more precisely, the parties have the same na-
tionality or are domiciled in the same country. 0 3 In Switzerland, the
general rule in a tort action is that the law of the place where the tort
was committed governs, but if the parties are both habitually resident
in the same law district, that law will apply. 104 Similar rules can be
found in other European countries such as Germany,'
5 Portugal, 0 6
Hungary, 107 and Poland.'os
In the United States, the choice of law in torts has its origin in
the territoriality principle, and Huber's doctrine is regarded as hav-
ing greater influence upon the development of American conflict of
laws than any other work. '9 Joseph Story, "the first great American
conflicts scholar,""0 in his famous Commentaries on the Conflict of
Laws,"' laid out three axioms as the basis of American conflict of
laws." 2 Story's work, however, was considered, if not exaggerated, as
"in reality nothing but a 'paraphrase' of Huber.""
' 3
Private International Law (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act, 1995, c. 42 (Eng.), available
at www.opsi.gov.uk/si/si2008/pdf/uksi-20082986-en.pdf.
103 See C.G.J. Morse, Choice of Law in Tort: A Comparative Survey, 32 AM. J. COMP. L.
51, 59 (1984) ("The more recent continental codes often allow for displacement of
the lex loci in favor of the common 'personal law' of the parties.").
104 Adam Samuel, The New Swiss Private International Law Act, 37 INT'L & COMP.
L.Q. 681, 688 (1988).
105 See Morse, supra note 103, at 59.
106 See id. at 66.
107 See id. at 85-86.
108 See id. at 89.
109 Lorenzen, supra note 75, at 375.
110 SHREVE, supra note 64, at 25.
I JOSEPH STORY, COMMENTARIES ON THE CONFLICT OF LAWS (1834).
112 Story's axioms are described as follows:
The first and most general maxim or proposition is that which has
been already adverted to, that every nation possesses an exclusive sove-
reignty and jurisdiction within its own territory. The direct conse-
quence of this rule is, that the laws of every state affect and bind direct-
ly all property, whether real or personal, within its territory; and all
persons who are resident within it, whether natural born subjects or
aliens; and also all contracts made and acts done within it.
Another maxim, or proposition, is, that no state or nation can, by its
laws, directly affect, or bind property out of its own territory, or persons
not resident therein, whether they are natural born subjects or others.
This is a natural consequence of the first proposition; for it would be
wholly incompatible with the equality and exclusiveness of the sove-
reignty of any nation, that other nations should be at liberty to regulate
either persons or things within its territories.
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According to Story, "comity of nations" was "the most appropri-
ate phrase to express the true foundation and extent of the obliga-
tion of the laws of one nation within the territories of another.""
4
Like Huber, Story put great emphasis on the place where an event
occurred, and he believed that "the law of the place where an event
took place [should] govern its legal consequences.' 1 5 This territorial
approach not only laid the foundation for American conflict of
laws,1 1 6 but it also influenced American choice-of-law thinking for
centuries.
1 7
Further developed from the territoriality principle was the
theory of vested rights. "8 Advocated by the influential British con-
flict-of-law scholar A.V. Dicey," 9 the vested rights theory focuses on
the extraterritorial enforcement of rights rather than comity. Al-
though Dicey "rejected the doctrine of comity,' ', 2 he was regarded as
having apparently "imbibed from Huber through Holland's Jurispru-
dence."12 ' The "vested rights" theory was then transplanted into Amer-
ican conflict of laws by Joseph Beale, the Reporter of the 1934 Res-
tatement of Conflict of Laws ("1934 Restatement"). Beale made "vested
From these two maxims or propositions there flows a third, and that
is, that whatever force and obligation the laws of one country have in
another, depend solely upon the laws and municipal regulations of the
latter, that is to say, upon its own proper jurisprudence and polity, and
upon its own express or tacit consent.
Id. at 19, 21-25.
113 Lorenzen, supra note 75, at 375; see alsoJuenger, supra note 71, at 117-19 ("Eu-
ropeans and Americans alike owe a debt to the labors of the glossators and commen-
tators who in this very spot invented our science .... Samuel Livermore, the first
American to write a conflicts treatise, borrowed from the statutists. Story professed
to follow Huber's teachings.").
"14 STORY, supra note 111, at 37.
115 CRAMTON ETAL., supra note 53, at 14.
116 SeeJuenger, supra note 71, at 117 ("What Story planted in America's fertile fe-
deralist soil quickly took root and has since yielded an indigenous crop of conflicts
law and literature."); see also BRILMAYER, supra note 69, at 15 ("Joseph Story's Com-
mentaries on the Conflict of Laws of 1834... founded conflict of laws on the idea of
comity of nations.").
117 See Hessel E. Yntema, The Historical Bases of Private International Law, 2 AM. J.
COMP. L. 297, 307 (1953) ("[T]he importance of Story's great work in the formation
of legal thinking until but recently can scarcely be overestimated.").
118 Id. at 308 ("The excision of comity from Huber's doctrine... left the concep-
tion of vested rights.").
119 See ALBERT VENN DicEy, A DIGEST OF THE LAw OF ENGLAND WITH REFERENCE TO
THE CONFLICT OF LAwS 22-33 (Stevens & Sons, Ltd. 1927) (1896).
120 Yntema, supra note 117, at 308.
121 Id.
875
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rights" both "the theoretical basis of his own work" 2 and the premise
on which the 1934 Restatement rested.
23
Essentially, "vested rights" theory is the legal obligation to rec-
ognize rights acquired under foreign law. 14 According to Professor
Beale, "[a] right having been created by the appropriate law, the rec-
ognition of its existence should follow everywhere. Thus, an act valid
where done cannot be called in question anywhere."' 12 On this basis,
Professor Beale advanced the notion that "legally enforceable rights
and liabilities vest[] in the parties at the time and place, and in ac-
cordance with the law of the place where the cause of action arose."'
16
Realizing that each state has legislative authority to determine
the legal effect of acts or events taking place within its territory, 127 the
1934 Restatement enshrined the lex loci doctrine, escalating "the
place of wrong" to the level of a general rule in determining the ap-
plicable law for torts. 12 8 Under the 1934 Restatement, "the law of the
place of wrong determines whether a person has sustained a legal in-
jury."" As a matter of fact, the lex loci doctrine was accepted by U.S.
courts long before the 1934 Restatement, and the application of this
doctrine first appeared in 1880 in Dennick v. Central Railroad Co.,'3"
and was again upheld in the 1892 classic case Alabama Great Southern
Railroad Co. v. Carroll. ' Not until the 1934 Restatement, however,
did this doctrine become "a black-letter rule" in the American con-
flict-of-laws system.1
32
1 Herma Hill Kay, A Defense of Currie's Government Interest Analysis, in 215 RECUEIL
DES COURS 26 (1989).
123 See SHREVE, supra note 64, at 25; see also Hanotiau, supra note 96, at 73.
124 See BRILMAYER, supra note 69, at 20.
:" JOSEPH H. BEALE, A TREATISE ON THE CONFLICT OF LAWS 1969 (1935).
126 Bernard O'Brien, Choice of Law in Torts, 12 ADEL. L. REV. 449, 451 (1990).
127 See RESTATEMENT OF CONFLICT OF LAWS § 377 cmt. a (1934).
12 Robert A. Leflar, The Torts Provisions of the Restatement (Second), 72 COLUM. L.
REv. 267, 267 (1972).
19 RESTATEMENT OF CONFLICT OF LAws § 378 (1934). In addition, the law of the
place of wrong also determined "whether liability is absolute or based only on negli-
gence or international harm, .. . the effect of contributory negligence.... the fellow-
servant rule .... vicarious liability.... survival of a tort action,... the fight of action
for death .... the distribution of wrongful-death damages .... the measure of dam-
ages for tort .... and the right for exemplary damages." CRAMTON ET AL., supra note
53, at 14 (citing RESTATEMENT OF CONFLICT OF LAws §§ 379, 385-87, 390-91, 393, 412,
421 (1934)).
130 Dennick v. Cent. Railroad Co., 103 U.S. 11, 18 (1880) (dictum); see also Hano-
tiau, supra note 96, at 73 & n.3.
131 Ala. Great So. R.R. Co. v. Carroll, 11 So. 803 (Ala. 1892).
1 Hanotiau, supra note 96, at 73.
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In the United States, judicial practice and the 1934 Restatement
developed the prevailing principle that "[tihe right to sue for the
tort, the liability of the perpetrator, and the defenses that he may
plead are, with few exceptions, governed by the law of the place."
133
And for a considerable period of time, "the place of wrong" became
the choice-of-law rule that "United States courts [had] most widely
accepted and universally applied."3 4 Further, given its axiomatic sta-
tus in the conflict-of-laws doctrine in the United States and many civil
law countries, the lex loci delicti (law of the place of wrong) was re-
garded as "one of the few rules of conflict of laws which are uniform
throughout the world."'
3 5
B. American Conflict-ofLaws Revolution: A Departure from the
Tradition
Among the legal areas of conflict of laws, torts is regarded as
"the most fertile field in the United States for choice-of-law deci-
sions."'6 Partly for this reason, the traditional approach of lex loci de-
licti, though widely accepted in American courts, was not widely ac-
cepted by legal scholars. On the contrary, criticism against the
approach never stopped, and conflict of laws scholars constantly
"questioned both the theoretical underpinnings of the lex loci ap-
proach and the reliability of its operation."'137 Even before the 1934
Restatement was adopted, the major opponents-including Ernest
Lorenzen in 1921,38 Walter Cook in 1924,39 and David Cavers in
193314°0-furiously attacked the vested rights theory and the tradition-
al approach underlying the 1934 Restatement.1
41
As observed, the academic attack on the traditional approach
had two prongs. Under the first prong, academics argued that "the
133 See Goodrich, supra note 49, at 19 (quoting Dorr Cattle Co. v. Des Moines Nat'l
Bank, 98 N.W. 918, 922 (Iowa 1904).
134 Russell J. Weintraub, A Method for Solving Conflict Problems-Torts, 48 CORNELL
L.Q. 215, 215 (1963); see also O'Brien, supra note 126, at 451.
Max Rheinstein, The Place of Wrong: A Study in the Method of Case Law, 19 TUL. L.
REV. 4, 4 (1945).
13 Willis L.M. Reese, American Choice of Law, 30 AM.J. COMP. L. 135, 139 (1982).
137 SHREVE, supra note 64, at 25.
18 See Ernest G. Lorenzen, Validity and Effects of Contracts in the Conflict of Laws, 30
YALE. L.J. 655, 658, 670 (1921).
139 See Walter Wheeler Cook, The Logical and Legal Bases of the Conflict of Laws, 33
YALE. L.J. 457, 469, 484 (1924).
140 See David F. Cavers, A Critique of the Choice-of-Law Problem, 47 HARV. L. REV. 173,
178 (1933).
,41 See BRILMAYER, supra note 69, at 22 ("[B]y undermining the foundations, these
critics sought to collapse the entire edifice.").
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traditional approach was 'inaccurate and misleading."' 4 2 The tradi-
tional approach, they argued, intended to "lump[] all 'tort' cases to-
gether under the 'place of wrong' rule." 113 But the term "place of
wrong" itself is subject to question. One commentator interpreted it
to mean the place where the alleged tort was committed,' 44 while
another said it referred to the place of impact or the place of harm.
45
Under the 1934 Restatement, the place of wrong was further defined
to be the place "'where the last event necessary to make an actor lia-
ble for an alleged tort takes place." 146 It is highly questionable, how-
ever, why "the last event [was] more significant than the first, when
each is equally essential to the cause of action," 47 and whether the
last event denotes the place of the act or the place of harm.14 In ad-
dition, it was regarded impossible to localize intangible injuries. 49
The second prong criticized the traditional approach for being
"insensitive to the goal of 'socially useful decisions. '"" 50 At the heart
of the criticism was the notion that the traditional approach did not
reflect "the substantive policies underlying the legal rules vying for
application." 5 1 In other words, it was doubted "that courts [would]
achieve socially desirable results if they appl [ied] the same conflicts
rule to tort liability" arising from different causes of action.' 5 Critics
believed the traditional approach failed to realize that "our choice is
really being guided by considerations of social and economic policy
or ethics" and did not "take into consideration all the relevant facts of
life required for a wise decision." 15 It was further pointed out that
choice-of-law problems "need to be broken down into smaller groups
and dealt with so as to meet the needs of society."'
54
The effort to attack the traditional approach and the 1934 Res-
tatement was later joined by other scholars, including Professor
142 SHREVE, supra note 64, at 55.
143 CRAMTON ETAL., supra note 53, at 17.
144 Rheinstein, supra note 135, at 4.
145 See Weintraub, supra note 134, at 215 & n.2.
146 CRAMTON ET AL., supra note 53, at 15 (quoting RESTATEMENT OF CONFLICT OF
LAWS § 377 (1934)).
147 Id.
148 See id.
149 SeeFriedrichJuenger, Choice of Law in Interstate Torts, 118 U. PA. L. REv. 202, 221
(1969).
150 SHREVE, supra note 64, at 55.
151 BRILMAYER, supra note 69, at 33.
152 Morris, supra note 57, at 884.
153 Cook, supra note 139, at 487.
15 Morris, supra note 57, at 882 n.9 (quoting WALTER WHEELER COOK, LOGICAL
AND LEGAL BASES OF THE CONFLicT OF LAWS 431 (1942)).
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Brainerd Currie, who went much further than other scholars when
he declared that "[w]e would be better off without choice-of-law
rules."15 5 While criticizing the 1934 Restatement, scholars called for
conflicts reform,156 which ultimately turned into a conflict-of-laws rev-
olution. The revolution that took place in the 1960s resulted in re-
markable changes in the American choice-of-law system and eventual-
ly led to an end to the dominance of traditional choice-of-law rules. 
5 7
The very purpose of the revolution was to seek the replacement of
traditional choice-of-law rules, which were regarded as rigid and arbi-
trary, with rules that were not only flexible but also policy and interest
oriented. l"
A highly notable feature of the American conflict-of-laws revolu-
tion was the departure from the traditional choice-of-law rules. Many
of the departing initiatives actually started with tort cases. 5 9 Doctri-
nally, the revolution experienced a blossom period in which a num-
ber of new choice-of-law theories sprouted, and each of them had an
ambition to try to lay a new foundation or find a new direction.'60
Of those new theories, Currie's government interest analysis,
announced in 1958,'6' was seemingly the most aggressive and contro-
versial because it essentially regarded conflict of laws as a conflict of
interest between the states involved. Currie's theory defined "[t]he
central problem of conflict of laws" as "determining which interest
shall yield" when "two or more states are in conflict."'6 2 Perhaps be-
cause of its "revolutionary" character, Currie's interest-analysis doc-
trine was once hailed as "the first real alternative" to the traditional
155 BRAINERD CURRIE, Notes on Methods and Objectives in the Conflict of Laws, in
SELECTED ESSAYS ON THE CONFLICT OF LAWS 177,183 (1963).
156 See SHREVE, supra note 64, at 26.
157 See RUSSELLJ. WEINTRAUB, COMMENTARY ON THE CONFLICT OF LAWS 7 (5th ed.
2006).
158 See Vitta, supra note 66, at 1.
159 See Reese, supra note 136, at 135 ("The great majority of the recent choice-of-
law cases in the United States have involved suits brought to recover for personal in-
juries.").
160 In addition to government-interest analysis, other new theories included Lef-
lar's "better law" approach, Baxter's "comparative impairment" principle, von Me-
hren's "functional analysis," and more importantly, Reese's "the most significant rela-
tionship" doctrine. See Symeon C. Symeonides, The American Choice-of-Law Revolution
in the Courts: Today and Tomorrow, in 298 RECUEIL DES CouRs 9, 50-53, 55-56, 58-61
(2002).
161 See KAY, supra note 122, at 39.
1 See CURRIE, supra note 155, at 178.
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approach. 6 3 As such, some believe that after Currie the "dark science
called the conflict of laws can never be the same again." 1
In practice, the U.S. courts' adherence to the traditional ap-
proach was interrupted in 1963 when the New York Court Appeals, in
the landmark case Babcock v. Jackson, abandoned the principle of lex
loci delicti in torts cases.'65 The decision, which was significantly influ-
enced by the government interest analysis approach, was considered
a watershed because "it [came] at a time when the courts [were] be-
coming increasingly dissatisfied with some basic choice-of-law rules
and [were] seeking alternative solutions."'6 6 As part of the American
conflict-of-laws revolution, Babcock spearheaded the U.S. courts'
search for new choice-of-law rules for torts and had "a profound ef-
fect upon future developments in many other areas of choice of
law." 167 Since then, the departure from the traditional approach has
swept the U.S. courts. As of today, forty-two of fifty-two U.S. jurisdic-
tions have repudiated the lex loci rule as the single rule in resolving
tort conflicts. 68
The major movement of the American conflict-of-laws revolution
ended in 1971 when the Restatement (Second) of the Conflict of Laws
("Second Restatement"), after more than seventeen years of drafting,
was adopted.' 9 "[A]s a negotiated settlement of conflicting judicial
and academic approaches," 70 the Second Restatement based the
choice of law on factor analysis of contacts or relationships and intro-
duced the doctrine of "the most significant relationship." 7 Under
the Second Restatement, determination of applicable law "involves a
two-step process of identifying the relevant 'contacts' with the respec-
tive states and then evaluating their significance" with respect to the
particular issue in order to find "the state with the most significant re-
163 See BRILMAYER, supra note 69, at 43.
:64 See KAY, supra note 122, at 21.
6 Babcock v. Jackson, 191 N.E.2d 279, 285 (N.Y. 1963). See Brainerd Currie,
Commentary, Comments on Babcock v. Jackson, A Recent Development in Conflict of Laws,
63 COLUM. L. REv. 1212, 1233 (1963) ("The decision of the Court of Appeals in Bab-
cock v. Jackson... extirpates the rule that substantive matters of tort liability are inva-
riably to be governed by the law of the place of the tort.").
W; Willis L.M. Reese, Commentary, Comments on Babcock v. Jackson, A Recent De-
vel.oment in Conflict of Laws, 63 COLUM. L. REv. 1212, 1251.
I 7 Id.
168 See Symeonides, supra note 55, at 1746.
1w) RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF CONFLCT OF LAWS (1971).
170 Michael S. Finch, Choice-of-Law Problems in Florida Courts: A Retrospective on the
Restatement (Second), 24 STETSON L. REv. 653, 657 (1995).
7 See RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF CONFUCT OF LAWS § 6 cmt. c (1971).
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lationship." 72  For the choice-of-law purpose, the Second Restate-
ment not only specifies the detailed prescriptive rules for each area of
law, but also provides a set of general principles to help identify the
significance of relationships.
The change as a result of the revolution was dramatic in many
ways. The most striking changes were that U.S. courts split in the
"approaches" on which they relied to handle conflicts cases, and the
"issue-by-issue" analysis, rather than a uniform rule, became a com-
mon mechanism. 1 4 A survey of U.S. jurisdictions in 2000 revealed
that, in torts cases, twenty-two jurisdictions adopted the Second Res-
tatement's approach, ten stayed with the traditional rule, five em-
ployed the doctrine of "better law," three applied the analysis of
"government interest," three took the "lexforz' (the law of forum) ap-
proach, and six used a combined method.
7
'
Elsewhere, as will be discussed in Part IV, the American conflict-
of-laws revolution has astonished as well as "puzzled" conflict-of-laws
scholars in many countries."' Nevertheless, the revolution, to a cer-
tain extent, was deemed as having "an incontestable influence on the
development of private international law in Europe" 1 77 and the rest of
the world."18 For tort conflicts in particular, there are several concep-
tual aspects emerging from the revolution that are worthy of note.
The first aspect is the concept of false conflict, introduced by
Currie.17 In addressing his interest analysis doctrine, Currie divided
conflict into "true conflict" and "false conflict" by classifying the states
as interested or disinterested.1 80 According to Currie, the conflict-of-
172 See CRAMTON ETAL., supra note 53, at 302.
173 See Leflar, supra note 128, at 271-74.
174 See Willis L.M. Reese, Dpegage: A Common Phenomenon in Choice of Law, 73
COLUM. L. REv. 58, 58 (1973) ("Amidst the chaos and tumult of choice of law there is
at least one point on which there seems to be general agreement in the United
States. This is that choice of the applicable law should frequently depend upon the
issue involved."); see also Symeonides, supra note 55, at 1746.
17 See Symeon C. Symeonides, Choice of Law in the American Courts in 2000: As the
Century Turns, 49 AM.J. COMP. L. 1, 13 (2001).
176 See Vitta, supra note 66, at 2.
177 Hanotiau, supra note 96, at 84.
178 See HUANGJIN, PRIVATE INTERNATIONAL LAw 122 (1999) (stating that the deter-
mination of applicable law under the principle of the most significant relationship
has become an international trend).
179 , [T] he idea of false conflicts" was deemed "an old concept which Currie simply
clothed in new terminology," but Currie "was the first to analyze systematically the
disposition of what he called 'false problems.'" Peter Kay Westen, False Conflicts, 55
CAL. L. REv. 74, 75-76 (1967).
180 SeeKAY, supra note 122, at 60.
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laws system was essentially a conflict of state interests or policies,'18
and "[t]he basic problem in conflict of laws was to reconcile or re-
solve the conflicting interests of different states."'' 8 2 Thus, if one state
had an interest and the other state had none in a particular case, a
conflict between the laws of those two states was a false one because
the conflicting interests of the respective states were not involved. 8 3
In a false-conflict case, under Currie's approach, the court should
apply the law of the only interested state. 14
The false-conflict analysis was intended to focus on the content
of the competing laws, and as such the concept was regarded as a dis-
tinctive contribution Currie made to the conflict-of-laws field.'8 5 It
has been believed that "no one proposes today that the decisional
process in choice of law cases should fail to include an inquiry into
By definition, an interested state must be a state has a domestic policy
which will be advanced by its application in the case. A disinterested
state may either be one of the states whose law is invoked by a party,
but which, after analysis, turn out not to be interested; or it may be a
third state whose law is not invoked by any party but in which the suit is
brought.
Id.
181 CURRIE, supra note 155, at 107-08, 178-79 ("Each state has a policy, expressed
in its law, and each state has a legitimate interest, because of its relationship to one of
the parties, in applying its law and policy to the determination of the case."); Currie,
supra note 165, at 1242.
When a court is asked to apply the law of a foreign state different from
the law of the forum, it should inquire into the policies expressed in
the respective laws, and into the circumstances in which it is reasonable
for the respective states to assert an interest in the application of those
policies. In making these determinations the court should employ the
ordinary processes of construction and interpretation.
Id.
182 CURRIE, supra note 155, at 163.
183 See id. at 184; see also BRILMAYER, supra note 69, at 47.
[Currie's] method sorted cases into three different types. First, it was
possible that both states had "interests" in the sense that their policies
would be furthered by application of their law: These were called "true
conflicts." Second, it was possible that one state might have an interest
while the other did not: These were called "false conflicts." Third, it
was possible that neither state might have an interest: These were the
"un-provided-for cases."
Id.
184 CURRIE, supra note 155, at 184; see also Albert A. Ehrenzweig, "False Conflicts"
and the "Better Rule": Threat and Promise in Multistate Tort Law, 53 VA. L. REV. 847, 851
(1967) ("Other [courts] have undertaken to avoid the battleground of choice of law
altogether by engaging in such legerdemain as the new construct of 'false conflicts,'"
which "in theory permits courts without making such a choice, 'simply' to apply the
law of the state which is presumably exclusively interested in the application of its
law.").
185 SeeKAY, supra note 122, at 169.
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the content of the competing laws."' 86 In addition, the false-conflict
concept was considered "useful in eliminating as forceful precedent
those choice-of-law cases which are found to have involved no real
conflict,"' 87 and it also posed "a challenge to counsel and courts alike
to abandon the talismans of the past by confronting the task of ac-
commodating legitimate state interests. ' 18
The second aspect concerns the distinction between conduct
regulation and loss distribution. Since Babcock v. Jackson, the New
York Court of Appeals has adopted a legal-content-categorization ap-
proach in tort conflict cases, and it has divided the torts rules into the
rule of conduct regulation and rule of loss distribution.8 9 The moti-
vation was to help determine the applicable law through an inquiry
into the objective of the laws of the states involved.' 90 Thus, for pur-
poses of resolving tort conflicts, the conduct regulation rules refer to
those that "have the prophylactic effect of governing conduct to pre-
vent injuries from occurring," while the loss distribution rules "are
those that prohibit, assign, or limit liability after the tort occurs., 91
In practice, the distinction seems to be straightforward: when
the conflicting rules involve the appropriate standards of conduct or
rules of the road, the law of the place of torts has a predominant con-
cern. "Conversely, when the ... conflicting rules relate to allocating
losses that result [in] admittedly tortious conduct .... the locus juris-
diction has at best a minimal interest in determining the right of re-
covery .... Although the line between the two categories does not
seem bright all the time, most courts in the United States have
adopted this distinction one way or the other. 
93
186 Id. at 179.
187 Westen, supra note 179, at 122.
18 Id.
19 The court in Babcock held that "[w] here the defendant's exercise of due care in
the operation of his automobile is in issue, the jurisdiction in which the alleged
wrongful conduct occurred will usually have a predominant, if not an exclusive, con-
cern." Babcock v.Jackson, 191 N.E.2d 279, 284 (N.Y. 1963). According to the court:
[the issue in this case] is not whether the defendant offended against a
rule of the road prescribed by Ontario for motorists generally or
whether he violated some standard of conduct imposed by that juris-
diction, but rather whether the plaintiff, because she was a guest in the
defendant's automobile, is barred from recovering damages for a
wrong concededly committed.
Id.
190 SeeSymeonides, supra note 55, at 1753-54.
191 Padula v. Lilarn Props. Corp., 644 N.E.2d 1001, 1002-03 (N.Y. 1994).
19 Schultz v. Boy Scouts of Am., Inc., 480 N.E.2d 679, 685 (N.Y. 1985).
193 Symeonides, supra note 55, at 1754.
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The third aspect deals with the common-domicile consideration.
Domicile is regarded as the chosen point of entry in the conflict-of-
laws analysis.'9 4 It serves as a jurisdiction base on the one hand, and it
constitutes an important factor for choice of law on the other. 9 5 In
Babcock, the New York Court of Appeals made the common domicile
of the plaintiff and the defendant a decisive consideration in the de-
termination of the applicable law to the tort conflict."" This consid-
eration was reinforced in Neumeier v. Kuehner and became the widely
cited "Neumeier rule No. 1" under which the law of common domicile
determines the standard of care in guest-passenger tort conflicts. '97
Under the choice-of-law theories developed in the revolution, it
is assumed that state policies are often triggered by domicile, 9 and
this assumption makes domicile a key concept to the choice-of-law
process.'" As one commentator observed, the revolution had pro-
duced nothing more than an exception from the prevailing rule of lex
loci delicti in tort cases where the parties had a common domicile in a
state other than the place of injury.20' A further development in this
context is to have the common domicile consideration extended to
the cases where the parties are domiciled in different states that have
the same laws.° 1
194 REESE & ROSENBERG, supra note 51, at 7.
195 See LEA BRILMAYER & JACK L. GOLDSMITH, CONFLICT OF LAWS, CASES AND
MATERIALS 55 (5th ed. 2002).
1906 Babcock v. Jackson, 191 N.E.2d 279, 284-85 (N.Y. 1963).
As to [the issue of choice of law for damages], it is New York, the place
where the parties resided, where their guest-host relationship arose and
where the trip began and was to end, rather than Ontario, the place of
the fortuitous occurrence of the accident, which has the dominant
contacts and the superior claim for application of its law.
Id.
197 Neumeier v. Kuehner, 286 N.E.2d 454, 457 (N.Y. 1972) ("When the guest-
passenger and the host-driver are domiciled in the same state, and the car is there
registered, the law of that state should control and determine the standard of care
which the host owes to his guest."); see also Reese, supra note 136, at 137 ("To date,
[the Neumeier] rules have not been widely adopted by the courts of other states. They
are, nevertheless, believed to be of considerable significance.").
19 SeeBRILMAYER& GOLDSMITH, supra note 195, at 303.
199 See id.
"0 See KAY, supra note 122, at 197; see also Harold L. Kom, The Choice-of-Law Revolu-
tion: A Critique, 83 COLUM. L. REv. 772, 799 (1983) ("The one incontestably valuable
contribution of the choice-of-law revolution in the tort conflicts field is the unanim-
ous line of decisions applying common-domicile rather than locus law in cases exhi-
biting the basic Babcock v. Jackson affiliation pattern.").
201 In Louisiana, it is provided that "[p]ersons domiciled in states whose law on
the particular issue is substantially identical shall be treated as if domiciled in the
same state." LA. CIr. CODE ANN. art. 3544(1) (2008).
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The fourth notable aspect is the balance of relationships. As dis-
cussed, the central theme of the Second Restatement is its "most sig-
nificant relationship" approach. To speak loosely, the choice of law
contemplated by the Second Restatement is virtually a process of ba-
lancing relationships in order to identify the most significant one. To
reach that goal, the Second Restatement offers a formulation to de-
termine which state has the most significant relationship with respect
to the particular issue. °2 In tort conflicts, the formulation contains
the general policy-based considerations under section 6 and detailed
contact assessment under section 145.02 More specifically, section 6
functions as a benchmark to evaluate the significance of a relation-
ship with respect to the particular issue to the potentially interested
202 See WEINTRAUB, supra note 157, at 382; see also Hanotiau, supra note 96, at 82-
83.
203 Leflar, supra note 128, at 268-74; see also RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF CONFLICT
OF LAws §§ 6, 145 (1971). Section 6 sets forth the choice-of-law principles as follows:
1. A court, subject to constitutional restrictions, will follow a sta-
tutory directive of its own state on choice of law.
2. When there is no such directive, the factors relevant to the
choice of the applicable rule of law include
a. the needs of the interstate and international systems,
b. the relevant policies of the forum,
c. the relevant policies of other interested states and
the relative interests of those states in the determina-
tion of the particular issue,
d. the protection ofjustified expectations,
e. the basic policies underlying the particular field of
law,
f. certainty, predictability, and uniformity of result,
and
g. ease in the determination and application of the law
to be applied.
Id. § 6. Section 145 sets forth the rules for torts.
1. The rights and liabilities of the parties with respect to an issue
in tort are determined by the local law of the state which,
which respect to that issue, has the most significant relation-
ship to the occurrence and the parties under the principles
stated in § 6.
2. 2. Contacts to be taken into account in applying the principles
of § 6 to determine the law applicable to an issue include:
a. the place where the injury occurred,
b. the place where the conduct causing the injury oc-
curred,
c. the domicil, residence, nationality, place of incorpora-
tion and place of business of the parties, and
d. the place where the relationship, if any, between the
parties is centered.
These contacts are to be evaluated according to their relative impor-
tance with respect to the particular issue.
Id. § 145.
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state, the occurrence, and the parties. 24 Section 145 states a prin-
ciple explicitly applicable to all torts and all issues in torts as well.2 5
Generally, the Second Restatement approach is issue-by-issue
oriented.2 6 In contrast to the 1934 Restatement, the Second Res-
tatement puts in place a more general and flexible choice-of-law me-
thodology that focuses on multiple fact contacts. 2 7 In addition, the
Second Restatement is considered as a "reconciliation" of a variety of
theories08 and, for that reason, courts often refer to the Second Res-
209tatement rules in their decisions. Moreover, given its emphasis on
the actual connection between the applicable law and the transac-
tions or parties at issue, the relationship theory, though not free of
controversy, 21 has become a popular choice-of-law approach2 1 ' and
"the dominant methodology within the modern camp. 2 1 2
C. Choice of Law Governing Other Non-Contractual Obligations
For other non-contractual obligations, there is no general con-
sensus with regard to the choice of law, and in certain cases it is
doubtful that a choice-of-law rule ever exists, 213 though the matters in
See id. § 6.
205 Id. § 145 cmts. a, b. In addition, there are also certain special provisions in the
Second Restatement to deal with particular tort issues such as personal injuries and
injuries to tangible things, as well as wrongful death. Id. §§ 146, 147, 175.
206 See Hanotiau, supra note 96, at 83; Willis L.M. Reese, Conflict of Laws and the Res-
tatement Second, 28 LAw & CoNTEMp. PROBS. 679, 699 (1963).
207 See Finch, supra note 170, at 659; see also BRILMAYER & GOLDSMITH, supra note
195, at 264 ("Because of the Second Restatement's eclecticism, courts have done
many different things under its banner.").
Leflar, supra note 128, at 277.
Hanotiau, supra note 96, at 84.
210 See Leflar, supra note 128, at 269 ("In short, although the place of the injury
may be the point at which to begin a search for the most significant relationship, the
Second Restatement is misleading to the extent that it may be read to imply that the
locus of wrong is where such a relationship will ordinarily be found.").
211 SHREVE, supra note 64, at 153.
212 Symeon C. Symeonides, Exception Clauses in American Conflicts Law, 42 AM. J.
COMP. L. 813, 825 (Supp. 1994).
213 See Bennett, supra note 61, at 137 ("It seems that where there is no general ac-
tion enrichment claims are dispersed.. . throughout the legal system which, in turn,
appears to inhibit the formation of a general category for the rules of unjust enrich-
ment."). For example, in the People's Republic of China, there are no choice-of-law
rules for non-contractual obligations, although both unjust enrichment and negoti-
orum gestio are provided in the 1986 General Principles of Civil Law of China as the
legal causes for obligations. See, e.g., General Principles of the Civil Law (promulgat-
ed by the Standing Comm. Nat'l People's Cong., Apr. 12, 1986, effective Jan. 1,
1987), art. 92, in LEGISLATIVE AFFAIRS OFFICE, STATE COUNCIL, LAWS AND REGULATIONS
18 (2001) (P.R.C.) (providing that "if profits are acquired unjustly and without a law-
ful basis, resulting in another person's loss, the unjust profits shall be returned to the
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those areas are not as complicated as in torts. One reason is that
"almost every legal system in the world has its own definition" and
terminology of other non-contractual obligations, particularly when
the concept of quasi-contract is involved.214 Also, courts found it dif-
ficult to treat the non-contractual obligations systematically because
the meanings attached to them are many, due to the fact that in most
legal systems such obligations may stretch over a number of legal in-
stitutions of various kinds that differ from country to country.
2 15
Another reason for the lack of consensus is the underdevelop-
ment of the literature in those areas. With respect to unjust enrich-
ment, for example, although it was deemed as a "common denomina-
tor" of quasi-contract 2 ---or in many jurisdictions it was even thought
of as synonymous of quasi-contract217 the literature is sparse. 218 Si-
milarly, the doctrine of culpa in contrahendo, or pre-contractual liabili-
ty, remains an area where there is substantial uncertainty regarding• 2 1 9
when such liability will be imposed by the law. Some still seem to
believe that no liability attaches for representation made during pre-
liminary negotiations of a contract unless there is a "preliminary
• 2 2 1
agreement" between the parties.
The third reason for the lack of consensus is associated with the
lack of rules for maintainable remedies. Professor T.W. Bennett ob-
served that enrichment remedies are considerably "volatile and diffi-
cult to contain."21 It is in part because "lt] he rules of enrichment are
often of a second order," which means that they normally are sought
"to correct or undo the[] consequences" caused by the first order
rules, such as creation or failure of a contract. 222 For instance, restitu-
tion is a remedy for unjust enrichment because it has long been held
person who suffered the loss."); General Principles of the Civil Law (promulgated by
the Standing Comm. Nat'l People's Cong., Apr. 12, 1986, effective Jan. 1, 1987), art.
93, in LEGIsLATIvE AFFAIRS OFFICE, STATE COUNCIL, LAws AND REGULATIONS 18 (2001)
(P.R.C.) ("If a person acts to manage or provides services in order to protect another
person's interests when he is not legally or contractually obligated to do so, he shall
be entitled to claim from the beneficiary the expenses necessary for such assis-
tance.").
24 Zweigert & Mfiller-Gindullis, supra note 19, at 3.
215 See id.
216 Id.
2:7 Bennett, supra note 61, at 138.
2 8 Hay, supra note 60, at 1.
29 Alan Schwartz & Robert E. Scott, Precontractual Liability and Preliminary Agree-
ments, 120 HARv. L. REv. 662, 662 (2007).
2f Id. at 662-63.
221 Bennett, supra note 61, at 137.
Id. at 167.
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that "[a] person who has been unjustly enriched at the expense of
another is required to make restitution to the other."23 But "to state
a general conflicts rule for the law of restitution" has seemingly been
deemed impossible on the ground that legal remedies such as restitu-
tion "are merely the remedial devices by which a result conceived of
as right and just is made to square with principle and with the sym-
metry of the legal system. 224
Despite the difficulties, the attempt to search for choice-of-law
rules for non-contractual obligations other than torts was never
abandoned. Countries, through legislation, scholarly writing, or
practice of courts, have more or less adopted certain rules to deal
with choice of law in non-contractual obligations, though those rules
are far from uniform and are unsatisfactory. 2 ' The most commonly
noted rules include lex loci condictionis, lex causae condictionis, and "re-
lationship."
Like the lex loci delicti in tort, the lex loci condictionis is regarded as
an orthodox method for determining the law applicable to non-
contractual obligations. 26 Countries that adopted this method took
the position that the claims arising from non-contractual obligations
are in a category of their own, and a choice-of-law rule attaching to
this category is based on geographic connecting factors that would
help locate the occurrence of a non-contractual obligation.2 2 7 The
factor, as such, is the place where the legal event occurred that gave
rise to the claim, and therefore the lex loci is regarded as the "most
closely connected with the situation."2
The lex causae condictionis is a modern rule that bases the choice
of law for non-contractual obligations on the cause of action in the
underlying transaction. As applied to the non-contractual obliga-
tions, the lex causae condictionis refers to "the law governing the under-
lying legal relationship or factual situation which gave rise to the
claim."2 2 In English Conflict of Laws, the rule of lex causae condictionis
23 RESTATEMENT (FIRST) OF RESTITUTION § 1 (1937).
24 Albert A. Ehrenzweig, Restitution in the Conflict of Laws: Law and Reason Versus the
Restatement Second, 36 N.Y.U. L. REv. 1297, 1305, 1314 (1961) (quoting BENJAMIN N.
CARDOZO, THE NATURE OF THE JUDICIAL PROCESS 42-43 (1921)); see also GEORGE
PANAGOPOULOS, RESTITUTION IN PRVATE INTERNATIONAL LAw 111 (2000) ("[T] here is
little, and insufficiently consistent, academic guidance on the choice of law rule for
restitution.").
225 Bennett, supra note 61, at 145.
2 Id. at 145-46.
27 Id. at 146-50.
Zweigert & Mfiller-Gindullis, supra note 19, at 5.
Id. at 11.
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was transformed into the doctrine of "proper law," referring to "the
law with which the claim has the closet and most substantial connec-
tion.,, 3
Thus if a non-contractual obligation claim arose from a perfor-
mance or transaction, it would be governed by the law applicable to
the legal relationship on which the performance or transaction was
based. 23 ' This approach is also taken by Rome II with regard to the
determination of law applicable to unjust enrichment, negotiorum ges-
tio, as well as culpa in contrahendo. Under Article 10(1) of Rome II, for
example, "if a non-contractual obligation arising out of unjust
enrichment... concerns a relationship existing between the parties,
such as one arising out of a contract or a tort/ delict that is closely
connected with that unjust enrichment, it shall be governed by the
law that governs that relationship. 3'
Compared with the lex loci condictionis, the lex causae condictionis is
more flexible in terms of connecting factors on which the choice of
law is determined because the lex causae differs from case-to-case and,
therefore, "must be ascertained independently for each [type] of
case[] . " In this context, the rule of the lex loci condictionis was op-
posed by those who believed that the acceptance of this rule would
mean to destroy the uniformity in the solution to all cases of non-
contractual obligations. 34
The relationship rule in many cases is basically a replica of the
most-significant-relationship test advanced by the Second Restate-
2M Id. (quotations omitted).
23' Bennett, supra note 61, at 160.
232 Rome II, supra note 3, at art. 10. A similar rule is provided in Articles 11 and
12. Article 11 deals with negotiorum gestio and Article 12 governs culpa in contrahendo.
According to Article 11 (1):
[i]f a non-contractual obligation arising out of an act performed with-
out due authority in connection with the affairs of another person con-
cerns a relationship existing between the parties such as one arising
out of a contract or a tort/ delict, that is closely connected with that
non-contractual obligation, it shall be governed by the law that governs
that relationship.
Id. at art. 11. Under Article 12:
[t] he law applicable to a non-contractual obligation arising out of deal-
ings prior to the conclusion of a contract, regardless of whether the
contract was actually concluded or not, shall be the law that applies to
the contract or that would have been applicable to it had it been en-
tered into.
Id. at art. 12.
233 Zeigert & Mfiller-Gindullis, supra note 19, at 12. See also Morris, supra note 57,
at 884-85.
23 Morris, supra note 57, at 884-85.
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ment. On its face, this rule appears similar to the lex causae condictio-
nis because both are concerned with relationships or connections.
But a closer look reveals the difference between the two. The lex cau-
sae condictionis assumes that the underlying legal relationship or situa-
tion has the closest connection with the non-contractual obligation
claim, 35 while the most significant relationship requires an analysis or
balance of the relationships involved and the analysis is also intert-
wined with policy considerations.236
The relationship rule, as stated in section 221 of the Second Res-
tatement, focuses on the law of the state that has the most significant
relationship to the occurrence and parties involved in the action for
restitution (a term used to implicate non-contractual obligations such
as unjust enrichment) .23 Thus, in general, the law governing restitu-
tion cases is the law of "the place where a relationship between the
parties was centered, provided that the receipt of the enrichment was
substantially related to the relationship." 238 In addition, other rele-
vant places would also need to be considered according to their rela-
tive importance in light of the principles set forth in section 6.236
III. ROME II AND THE APPLICATION OF PARTY AUTONOMY IN NON-
CONTRACTUAL OBLIGATIONS
At present, the choice of law in non-contractual obligations va-
ries from country to country. Thus, concerned about the legal uncer-
tainty, increase of costs, and the forum shopping that such variety
may produce, Rome II intends to establish uniform rules among the
European community to determine the law applicable to the "issues
in cases with an international dimension where the claim is brought
to enforce a non-contractual obligation." 240 To that end, two major
steps are taken under Rome II. The first is the adoption of a general
235 Albert Ehrenzweig, Enterprise Liability, in 3 INTERNATIONAL ENCYCLOPEDIA OF
COMPARATIVE LAw 32-44 (1980).
26 Hay, supra note 60, at 12 ("The Restatement rule, however, is more complex
than it first appears.").
237 RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF CONTRACTS § 221 (1971).
2M Id. § 221(2) (a).
239 Other places include:
(b) the place where the benefit or enrichment was received, (c) the
place where the act conferring the benefit or enrichment was done,
(d) the domicil, residence, nationality, place of incorporation and
place of business of the parties, [and] (e) the place where a physical
thing, such as land or a chattel, which was substantially related to the
enrichment, was situated at the time of the enrichment.
Id. § 221 (b)-(e).
240 Report on Rome II, supra note 4, at 7.
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rule that is applied to torts/ delicts as well as the rules for other non-
contractual obligations.2 4' The general rule serves as a default rule in
dealing with choice-of-law issues in tort/ delicts and applies at all times
unless "otherwise provided for" in Rome 11.242
The second major step is the incorporation of the concept of
freedom of contract into the choice of law for non-contractual obliga-
tions-the legal area where the will of the parties does not normally
count in the determination of applicable law. More specifically,
Rome II not only recognizes the principle of party autonomy, but also
makes it a rule of freedom-of-choice for the parties to decide which
law they would prefer to apply to the non-consensual obligations that
occur or arise between them. Since Rome II does not separate
torts/ delicts from other non-contractual obligations with regard to
the choice of law by the parties, the principle of party autonomy,
which is provided in Article 14 of Rome II, equally applies to all non-
contractual obligations. 43
241 Rome II, supra note 3, at arts. 4, 10, 11, 12. Under the heading of "General
Rule," article 4 provides:
1. Unless otherwise provided for in this Regulation, the law ap-
plicable to a non-contractual obligation arising out of a
tort/delict shall be the law of the country in which the dam-
age occurs irrespective of the country in which the event giv-
ing rise to the damage occurred and irrespective of the coun-
try or countries in which the indirect consequences of that
event occur.
2. However, where the person claimed to be liable and the per-
son sustaining damage both have their habitual residence in
the same country at the time when the damage occurs, the law
of that country shall apply.
3. Where it is clear from all the circumstances of the case that
the tort/delict is manifestly more closely connected with a
country other than that indicated in paragraphs I or 2, the
law of that other country shall apply. A manifestly closer con-
nection with another country might be based in particular on
the preexisting relationship between the parties, such as a
contract, that is closely connected with the tort/delict in ques-
tion.
Id. at art. 4.
242 Id.
243 Id. at art. 14. Article 14 provides:
1. The parties may agree to submit non-contractual obligations
to the law of their choice:
a. by an agreement entered into after the event giving
rise to the damage occurred; or
b. where all the parties are pursuing a commercial ac-
tivity, also by an agreement freely negotiated before
the event giving rise to the damage occurred
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Consequently, under Rome II, the choice of law for non-
contractual obligations shall first be determined by the parties be-
cause "predominance is given to the principle of party autonomy, '
and the other rules will be applied only if there is lack of choice by
the parties. In a tort case, for example, in the order of hierarchy, the
governing law will be (a) the law chosen by the parties, (b) the law
of the country with which the tort/ delict is manifestly more closely
connected, (c) the law of the common habitual residence of the
parties at the time the damage occurs2 and then (d) the law of the
place where the damage occurs.2 4" For purposes of the application of
Rome II, the lack of choice of law by the parties means that the par-
ties do not have a choice, the choice made is deemed invalid, or the
choice is preempted by the so-called "mandatory rules.
2 49
A. Principle of Party Autonomy Under Article 14 of Rome II
The focus of Article 14 of Rome II is freedom of choice by the
parties. 250 The clear intention of Article 14 is to grant the parties as
much freedom as possible in their determination of applicable law to
the non-contractual obligations that arise between them.' In accor-
The choice shall be expressed or demonstrated with rea-
sonable certainty by the circumstances of the case and
shall not prejudice the rights of the third party.
2. Where all the elements relevant to the situation at the time
when the event giving rise to the damage occurs are located in
a country other than the country whose law has been chosen,
the choice of the parties shall not prejudice the application of
provisions of the law of that other country which cannot be
derogated from by agreement.
3. Where all the elements relevant to the situation at the time when the
event giving rise to the damage occurs are located in one or more of
the Member States, the parties' choice of the law applicable other than
that of a Member State shall not prejudice the application of provisions
of the Community law, where appropriate as implemented in the
Member States of the forum, which cannot be derogated from by
agreement.
Id.
44 Mireille van Eechoud, The Position of Broadcasters and Other Media under Rome I:
Proposed EC Regulation on the Law Applicable to Non-Contractual Obligations 5 (Univ. of
Amsterdam Inst. for Info. Law, Working Paper No. 2006-10, 2006), available at
http://ssrn.com/abstract=973774.
,5 Rome 1I, supra note 3, at art. 14.
246 Id. at art. 4(3).
247 Id. at art. 4(2).
248 Id. at art. 4(1).
249 See infra notes 266-67 and accompanying text.
250 Rome 1I, supra 3, at art. 14.
251 See id.
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dance with Article 14(1), "[t]he parties may agree to submit non-
contractual obligations to the law of their choice."2 5' With respect to
the choice, Article 14 further sets out several rules that prescribe the
extent to which the choice is made by the parties.
The first rule is the rule of timing for making the choice of law.
Under Article 14(1), the parties may choose a governing law "by an
agreement entered into after the event giving rise to the damage oc-
curred" or "by an agreement freely negotiated before the event giving
rise to the damage occurred.",2 3 The former is called "post-event-
agreement," "post factum agreement," or "ex post agreement"; and the
latter is called the "pre-event-agreement" or "ex ante agreement." In
the ex ante agreement, for the parties' choice of law to be effective,
Article 14(1) requires that "all the parties are pursuing a commercial
activity" and the agreement is "freely negotiated."
254
The second rule is the rule of formality. Article 14 seems to be
flexible as to formality, which allows the choice to be made either ex-
pressly or tacitly.255 But the tacit choice must be one "demonstrated
with reasonable certainty by the circumstances of the case.",2-6 In ei-
ther situation, however, the choice "shall not prejudice the rights of
third parties."2 57 But what appears unclear in Article 14(1) is whether
the choice must be made in writing or whether it could be made oral-
ly. Given the importance of the choice of law, an agreement in this
regard would normally be made in writing.
The third rule is the non-prejudice rule. This rule applies to two
fact patterns. One fact pattern is "[w] here all the elements relevant
to the situation at the time when the event giving rise to the damage
occurs are located in a country other than the country whose law has
been chosen." 8 The other fact pattern is "[w]here all the elements
relevant to the situation at the time when the event giving rise to the
damage occurs are located in one or more of the Member States" and
the law other than that of a Member State is chosen by the parties. 59
252 Id. at art. 14(1)(a).
253 Id.
254 Id.
253 Tacit choice is also called inferred choice, which means that "[w]here there is
no express choice of the proper law, it is open to the court to determine whether
there is an implied or inferred choice of law in the parties' [agreement]." NORTH,
supra note 70, at 203.
Rome II, supra note 3, at art. 14(1).
257 Id.
258 Id. at art. 14(2).
2-59 Id. at art. 14(3).
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The first fact pattern is also categorized as the "domestic case"
pattern because all relevant elements are located in a country. 66 In
the first fact pattern, "the choice of the parties shall not prejudice the
application of provisions of the law of that other country which can-
not be derogated from by agreement."2 6' That is to say that the
choice of a foreign law by the parties may not "displace the mandato-
ry provisions of the law" of the place of damage that would apply
without such a choice.262
The second fact pattern involves "intra-community" 61 cases in
which the actual location of all relevant elements is in "one or more
of the Member States." 26 4 In this situation, the choice of law by the
parties "shall not prejudice the application of provisions of [Euro-
pean] Community law, where appropriate, as implemented in the
Member State of the forum, which cannot be derogated from by
agreement. 2 65 Simply put, in intra-community cases, the mandatory
provisions of Community law override the parties' choice.
Between the lines of Article 14, there is another rule: the rule of
choice regardless of actual connection. Under Article 14, the parties,
when making a choice of law, are not required to choose the law that
has a certain connection with the parties, event, or transaction at is-
sue. Therefore, as long as the non-prejudice rule is not violated,
through agreement, the parties may choose whatever law they wish to
govern their non-contractual obligations.
B. Application of Article 14 and Limitations on Party Autonomy
Under Article 14, the parties are given ample freedom to choose
the law applicable to the non-contractual obligations between them.
The underlying presumption of Article 14 seems to be that the choice
of law, if agreed to by the parties, is valid and shall be respected.
From this perspective, it is fair to say that in Rome II, the principle of
party autonomy becomes a primary choice-of-law rule for non-
contractual obligations. However, it does not mean that party auton-
omy, as applied to non-contractual obligations under Rome II, is un-
limited. On the contrary, under the provisions of Rome II, several re-
260 Th.M. de Boer, Party Autonomy and Its Limitations in the Rome II Regulation, in 9
YEARBOOK OF PRIVATE INTERNATIONAL LAW 19, 22 (Andrea Bonomi & Paul Voken eds.,
2007).
261 Rome II, supra note 3, at art. 14(2).
22 de Boer, supra note 260
263 Id.
2M Rome II, supra note 3, at art. 14(3).
25 Id.
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strictions are imposed upon the autonomy of the parties in their
choice of governing law.
One such restriction is the mandatory rule exception. In the
context of conflicts of law, the mandatory rule is the rule that cannot
be derogated from by the parties, or in other words, the rule that
must be applied or must not be violated.2  In its application, the
mandatory rule may refer to either the mandatory provisions of fo-
rum or the mandatory regulations of relevant countries. Under
Rome II, in addition to the non-prejudice clauses of Article 14(2) and
(3), which concern the mandatory provisions of the place of damage
occurrence or the mandatory provisions of Community law as applied
in a member state, the mandatory provisions of the forum law must
also be observed.
Article 16 of Rome II explicitly provides that "[n]othing in this
Regulation shall restrict the application of the provisions of the law of
the forum in a situation where they are mandatory[,] irrespective of
the law otherwise applicable to the non-contractual obligation." 67
Therefore, if there is a conflict between the law chosen by the parties
and the mandatory provisions of the forum law, the parties' choice
will be ignored and the mandatory provisions of the law of the forum
will instead be applied.
Another restriction is the public policy exclusion. Public policy
is a safeguard device to protect the social and public interests of the
forum when a foreign law is to be applied. In conflicts-of-law litera-
ture, the public policy exclusion is also called an "escape device.
2 6 8
The basic notion is that if a foreign law is repugnant to the distinctive
policy of the forum's law, such foreign law shall not be applied be-
cause the application of a foreign law must always remain subject to a
"stringent domestic policy."269 On this ground, it has been a well-
established principle in conflicts-of-law analysis that a foreign law
must be excluded if its application is incompatible with the public
policy of the forum.27°
In accordance with Article 26 of Rome II, "[t] he application of a
provision of the law of any country specified [under Rome II] may be
refused only if such application is manifestly incompatible with the
266 DAVID MCCLEAN, MORRiS: THE CONFLICT OF LAw 346-47 (5th ed. 2000).
27 Rome I, supra note 3, at art. 16.
268 ANDREAS LOWENFELD, CONFLICT OF LAws: FEDERAL, STATE AND INTERNATIONAL
PERSPECTIVES 41 (2d ed. 2002).
269 NORTH, supra note 70, at 145.
270 See Morris Levin, Party Autonomy: Choice of Law Clauses in Commercial Contracts,
46 GEO. L.J. 260, 264 (1958).
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public policy . . . of the forum."2 7' As a matter of fact, Article 26
serves a two-fold purpose. On the one hand, it states a rule of public
policy that may be employed to exclude the application of a foreign
law that otherwise would be applied. On the other hand, Article 26
stresses the principle of party autonomy where the applicable law is
chosen by the parties because it sets at least two conditions under
which the application of a foreign law may be excluded: (a) "only if'
the application is found incompatible with the public policy of the
forum and (b) "only if' the incompatibility is manifest. 172 Obviously,
the key word here is "manifest."
Another restriction is the confinement of the law chosen by the
parties to the substantive law of the country specified. Article 24 of
Rome II provides with particularity that the application of the law of
any country under Rome II shall mean the application of the rules of
law in force in that country other than its rules of private internation-
al law.273 Here, the rules of private international law explicitly refer
only to the choice-of-law rules, despite the fact that in some countries
the rules of private international law are meant to include both
choice-of-law rules and certain substantive law rules. 74
The very purpose of Article 24 is to avoid the issue of renvoi. In
conflicts of laws, renvoi (meaning "sending back") refers to a situation
where the forum, when applying a foreign law to a case, takes the for-
eign law as a whole, including the choice-of-law rules prevailing in
that foreign country, and points the applicable law pointed to either
the law of forum (remission) or the law of third country (transmis-
sion) .25  The direct effect of renvoi is the application of the law
pointed back by the choice-of-law rules rather than the law originally
intended. By limiting the applicable law to the substantive law only,
or excluding choice-of-law rules in the law to be applied, Rome II
eliminates renvoi entirely.
271 Rome II, supra note 3, at art. 26.
272 Id.
273 Id. at art. 24.
274 In China, for example, the private international law rules are defined to consist
of conflict-of-laws rules (namely the choice-of-law rules) and substantive law rules
that are directly applied to foreign (international) civil cases. Han Depei, Private In-
ternational Law, in TEXTBOOK SERIES FOR 21ST CENTURY 90-92 (2000); see also Mo
Zhang, Choice of Law in Contracts: A Chinese Approach, 26 Nw.J. INT'L L. & Bus. 289,
311-12 (2006).
275 Ernest Lorenzen, The Renvoi Theory and the Application of Foreign Law, 10
COLUM. L. REV. 190, 190-97 (1910); see also Larry Kramer, Return of the Renvoi, 66
N.Y.U. L. REv. 979, 980-81 (1991).
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An additional restriction is the exclusion of the choice of law by
the parties in particular cases. Such cases, as provided in Rome II,
include unfair competition and restrictive trade practice, and the in-
fringement of intellectual property rights. Under Articles 6 and 8 of
Rome II, with regard to non-contractual obligations arising from an
infringement of intellectual property rights, an act of unfair competi-
tion or an act restricting free competition, the applicable law as speci-
fied may not be derogated by an agreement of the parties.27' Thus, inthose two cases, the parties may not make a choice of applicable law.
276 Rome II, supra note 3. Article 6 of Rome II provides:
1. The law applicable to a non-contractual obligation arising out
of an act of unfair competition shall be the law of the country
where competitive relations or the collective interests of con-
sumers are, are likely to be, affected.
2. Where an act of unfair competition affects exclusively the in-
terests of a specific competitor, Article 4 shall apply.
3.
a. The law applicable to a non-contractual obligation
arising out of a restriction of competition shall be
the law of the country where the market is, or is like-
ly to be, affected.
b. When the market is, or is likely to be, affected in
more than one country, the person seeking compen-
sation for damages who sues in the court of the do-
micile of the defendant, may instead choose to base
his or her claim on the law of the court seised, pro-
vided that the market in that Member State is among
those directly and substantially affected by the re-
striction of competition out of which the non-
contractual obligation on which the claim is based
arises; where the claimant sues, in accordance with
the applicable rules on jurisdiction, more than one
defendant in that court, he or she can only choose to
base his or her claim on the law of that court if the
restriction of competition on which the claim against
each of these defendants relies directly and substan-
tially affects also the market in the Member State of
that court.
4. The law applicable under this Article may not be derogated
from by an agreement pursuant to Article 14.
Id. at art. 6. Article 8 of Rome II provides:
1. The law applicable to a non-contractual obligations arising
from an infringement of an intellectual property right shall
be the law of the country for which protection is claimed
2. In the case of a non-contractual obligation arising from an in-
fringement of a unitary Community intellectual property
right, the law applicable shall, for any question that is not go-
veined by the relevant Community instrument, be the law of
the country in which the act of infringement was committed.
3. The law applicable under this Article may not be derogated
from by an agreement pursuant to Article 14.
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C. Issues Facing Article 14
Generally speaking, to the extent that the parties choose the ap-
plicable law, Rome II follows the footprints of Rome I where the con-
tractual parties enjoy maximum freedom in choice of law. 77 A very
interesting point in this respect is that Article 14 of Rome II is iden-
tical to Article 3 of Rome I, in that they are all under the same title of
"Freedom of choice." Also, Article 14, "the main provision on party
autonomy in Rome Il[, ... has not given rise to much debate," and
in its final version "all elements of the Commission's original propos-
al . . . remained basically intact."278 This phenomenon demonstrates
the general enthusiasm and keenness toward the principle of party
autonomy in the European Community.
However, although nobody at this point seems to oppose or
challenge the application of the doctrine of party autonomy in non-
contractual obligations, and torts in particular, there are several is-
sues that indeed require further discussion or clarification regarding
the provisions of Rome II. Those issues are important because they
are closely related to the effective application and implementation of
Rome II. The first issue is the ex ante agreement. There is a linger-
ing doubt about how it may work because in torts, for example,
"[t]he parties do not (and should not) contemplate a future tort[;]
they do not know who will injure whom, or what will be the nature or
severity of the injury. 2 79 Hence, it seems hard to understand how in
torts a choice-of-law agreement could be made by the parties in ad-
vance.
But in many cases there is a pre-existing relationship between
the parties, and the tortious act committed afterwards is related to
such relationship. "[M]ost choice-of-law agreements covering an an-
ticipated tort are made in connection with a contractual relationship"
already existing "between the parties.",280 Thus, it would seem perfect-
ly natural that when a host-driver has a guest-passenger in a car
owned and operated by the host, the two reach an agreement as to
the law governing the liability of the host in case of an accident that
causes injury to the guest-passenger. Further, one should anticipate
that a bus company will include a choice-of-law clause on its ticket is-
sued to each passenger that specifies the law applicable not only to
Id. at art. 8.
277 See Rome Convention, supra note 1, at art. 3.
278 de Boer, supra note 260, at 22.
279 Symeonides, supra note 10, at 215.
M de Boer, supra note 260, at 27.
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the resulting contractual relationship but also to any potential tort
liability.
Obviously, then, it is possible for the parties to contemplate a fu-
ture tort. In 1991, for example, the Supreme Court of the United
States made a historical review of the choice-of-forum clause in Car-
nival Cruise Lines, Inc. v. Shute.2 1' The underlying cause of action in
Carnival Cruise was a tort, as the case primarily involved Mrs. Shute's
injury as a result of her slipping on the wet deck, even though the
case was made on a contract claim pursuant to the provisions printed
on the back of the ticket.28 2 Carnival Cruise nicely exemplified how a
choice-of-law clause could be made by the parties with regard to a tort
before the occurrence of the event that gave rise to the tort claim.283
What might be problematic, however, is the case where "the parties
have entered into an ex ante agreement on the law applicable to a fu-
ture tort while they are not bound by a pre-existing relationship. 2
4
The second issue involves the protection of weaker parties or
consumers. In the ex ante agreement situation, there is a concern
about abuse of the choice-of-law agreement, especially when the
agreement made is adhesive either because the parties do not have
equal bargaining power 285 or because a party lacks an opportunity to
2816bargain. Probably in response to this concern and also with the no-
tion that "[p]rotection should be given to weaker parties, 22 7 Article
14(1) (b) of Rome II, as discussed, imposes two requirements on an
ex ante agreement: "all parties are pursuing a commercial activity"
and a "freely negotiated" contract.2 m The former limits the pre-event
choice of law to commercial parties and the latter stresses the way
such a choice is to be made.
The "commercial parties" requirement seems to presume that
when pursuing a commercial activity, the parties are on an equal foot-
ing of bargaining. If that is the case, the term "commercial activity" is
somewhat obscure and would need to be further defined. On the
one hand, it could be narrowly interpreted to refer to the business ac-
tivity of professional parties or merchants, while on the other hand,
the term could also be broadly construed as to include everyone in-
281 Carnival Cruise Lines, Inc. v. Shute, 499 U.S. 585, 589-94 (1991).
28 Id. at 587-88.
283 Id. at 593-96.
28 de Boer, supra note 260, at 27.
M Id. at 27-28.
2s6 Mo Zhang, Contractual Choice of Law in Contracts of Adhesion and Party Autonomy,
41 AKRON L. Rrv. 123, 139-42 (2008).
27 Rome I, supra note 3, at para. 31.
288 Id. at art. 14(1) (b).
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volved in commercial transactions. More specifically, it is questiona-
ble whether a contract between a merchant and a consumer for the
sale of goods would fall within the definition of "commercial activity."
And even if, as it has been pointed out, the term was "uniformly un-
derstood throughout the" community, "it would still include within
its scope" the commercial "relationships that are one-sided."' 8 9
The requirement of "free negotiation," though self-evident on its
face, may serve as double insurance when the parties pursuing a
commercial activity have uneven bargaining power. It provides the
party in a weaker position with a legal basis to challenge the validity
of the pre-event agreement if it is believed that the agreement is not a
product of free negotiation. But, the "free negotiation" requirement
provided in Article 14(1) (b) appears to be somewhat misleading be-
cause when reading Article 14(1) (a) and (b) together, one might feel
confused as to whether the ex post agreement under Article 14(1) (a)
must also be "freely negotiated."29
The third issue concerns the reasonable connection pertaining
to the law chosen. As noted, Article 14 of Rome II does not require
any connection between the law chosen and the parties, the transac-
tion, or the event giving rise to the damage. A question may arise as
to "why the parties should be allowed to choose the law of a country
that is not in any way connected with the non-contractual obligation
at issue."29' It is claimed that this "freedom of choice can only be un-
derstood if it is viewed as a transposition of the parties' power to dis-
pose of their rights under substantive law to the level of conflicts
law."'29 To say it differently, the power of the parties as to the choice
of law totally depends on the substantive law of the particular sove-
reignty.
The fact is that, unlike in the United States, it has now become a
common practice in the European Community and elsewhere in the
world that connection is not a required component in a choice of law
by the parties in contracts. 29 This practice was already adopted and
289 Symeonides, supra note 55, at 1772. This would include the relationships such
as those arising from franchise, licensing, or insurance contracts.
2W Article 14(1)(a) only provides that "[tihe parties may agree to submit non-
contractual obligations to the law of their choice" by the use of "an agreement en-
tered into after the event giving rise to the damage occurred." Rome II, supra note 3,
at art. 14(1) (a).
9 de Boer, supra note 260, at 22.
9 Id.
29 PETER NYGH, AUTONOMY IN INTERNATIONAL CONTRACTs 57 (1999) ("Today, it is
no longer seriously argued that the State whose law or courts are chosen should have
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formed as a basic rule in both Rome I and the 1985 Convention on
the Law Applicable to Contracts for the International Sale of
Goods.294 Although a clear rationale was not given, the primary as-
sumption is that as long as the parties agree, the choice is reasonable
and proper.299 Rome II simply follows this trend and makes the
choice of law by the parties a top priority in non-contractual obliga-
tions for the determination of applicable law.
However, in terms of connection under Rome II, the unfettered
choice of law by the parties is subject to the non-prejudice rule.
Thus, as noted, when making a choice, the parties may not displace
the mandatory rules (or non-derogatory rules) of the Community in
the "intra-community" cases or the mandatory rules of the country in
which "all elements relevant to the situation at the time when the
event giving rise to the damage occurs are located"2 96 (the "domestic
case"). Then a question that will necessarily be raised is whether the
mandatory rules as such may be ignored if not "all elements" or only
some elements as defined are located in that country or in one or
more of the member states.
The fourth issue is the protection of the third-party interest.
Pursuant to Rome II, the choice-of-law agreement as entered between
the primary parties may not prejudice the rights of third parties.2'
There is a similar provision in Rome I that applies to a change in the
law chosen by the parties.298 But first, it is unclear whether the parties
are allowed under Rome II to change the applicable law previously
chosen. It seems more likely that the rights of a third party may be
a factual connection with the transaction or the parties. The selection of a forum or
law as a 'neutral' is commonplace.").
24 See Hague Conference on Private International Law Draft Convention on the
Law Applicable to Contracts for the Sale of Goods, art. 7, Oct. 30, 1985, 1489
U.N.T.S. 3.
25 For example, under the subjective proper-law doctrine, the proper law that go-
verns a contract is the law by which the parties intended, or may be fairly presumed
to have intended, the contract to be governed. NoRTH, supra note 70, at 201-07.
Such a choice is considered as a completely free choice, including the choice of a law
wholly unconnected with the contract. Id.
"6 Rome II, supra note 3, at art. 14(2).
29 Id. atart. 14(1).
298 Under Article 3(2) of the Rome Convention,
[t]he parties may at any time agree to subject the contract to a law oth-
er than that which previously governed it, whether as a result of an ear-
lier choice under this Article or of other provisions of this Convention.
Any variation by the parties of the law to be applied made after the
conclusion of the contract shall not.., adversely affect the rights of
third parties.
Rome Convention, supra note 1.
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affected when there is a change of applicable law because a different
law may result in differences in the rights and obligations of the par-
ties. Second, it is also questionable as to whether the third party clas-
sification should be limited to the party in good faith or a bona fide
third party.
The last issue concerns the rationale for excluding the choice of
law by the parties in particular cases. Again, under Rome II, a choice-
of-law agreement may not affect the law applicable to non-contractual
obligations arising from either the infringement of intellectual prop-
erty rights or unfair competition and restrictive trade practice.2 99
With respect to infringement of intellectual property rights, the ex-
clusion of the parties' choice of law under Rome II is based on the
territorial nature of intellectual property rights, which assumingly
does not support application of any foreign law.30 ° On that ground,
Rome II adopts the doctrine of the lex loci protectionis31' and sets appli-
cable law as the law of the country for which protection is claimed
under Article 8.302
It is true that intellectual property rights are territorially pro-
tected. It is, however, equally true that the international convention
renders it possible to grant multi-national protection to particular in-
tellectual property rights. For example, the 1883 Paris Convention
for the Protection of Industrial Property provides a protection of the
right of priority for patent or trademark registration in all member
countries03 and guarantees a national treatment to all such appli-
cants.
30 4
Rome II, supra note 3, at arts. 6, 8.
3W de Boer, supra note 260, at 25.
301 Rome II, supra note 3, at para. 26.
Rome II, supra note 3, at art. 8.
303 Pursuant to Article 4(A)(1) of the Paris Convention:
[a]ny person who has duly filed an application for a patent, or for the
registration of a utility model, or of an industrial design, or of a trade-
mark, in one of the countries of the Union, or his successor in title,
shall enjoy, for the purpose of filing in the other countries, a right of
priority during the periods hereinafter fixed.
Paris Convention for the Protection of Industrial Property art. 4, Mar. 20, 1883,
available at http://www.wipo.int/treaties/en/ip/paris/trtdocswoO2O.html (as
amended Sept. 28, 1979).
304 Id. at art. 2(1). Article 2(1) provides that,
[n]ationals of any country of the Union shall, as regards the protection
of industrial property, enjoy in all the other countries of the Union the
advantages that their respective laws now grant, or may hereafter grant,
to nationals; all without prejudice to the rights specially provided for by
this Convention. Consequently, they shall have the same protection as
the latter, and the same legal remedy against any infringement of their
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Therefore, it might not be wise to make a lump-sum exclusion of
the choice of law by the parties, particularly when there is more than
one country in which the claim for protection may be made."' In
addition, as some have argued, there are issues related to an in-
fringement, such as capacity of the infringer, scope of liability, and
method of remedy that may not necessarily be subject only to the lex
loci protectionis doctrine.°5
With regard to unfair competition and restrictive trade practices,
the choice-of-law exclusion is based on the notion that "the conflict-
of-law rules should protect competitors, consumers, and the general
public, and ensure that the market economy functions properly.
30 7
It is further believed that "[t] he connection to the law of the country
where competitive relations or the collective interests of consumers
are, or are likely to be, affected generally satisfies these objectives." °s
Hence, under Article 6 of Rome II, in those cases, "the law of the
country where competitive relations or the collective interests of con-
sumers are, or are likely to be, affected" (for unfair competition),309
or "the law of the country where the market is, or is likely to be, af-
fected" (for restrictive trade practice) shall be applied.310
What may become troublesome is the nature of the interests to
be protected. Some suggest that Article 6 of Rome II seems to focus
on public interest rather than private interest in order to justify the
ban on choice-of-law agreements.3 1 ' But becuase not all interests in-
volved are "collective," some are wondering "why the parties should
not be allowed to" choose applicable law by agreement when "an act
of unfair competition exclusively affects the interests of an individual
competitor." 12
For example, a problem may arise when a claim of unfair com-
petition results from the dispute over a contract or a pre-contract
dealing (e.g., non-disclosure obligation) where the parties are free to
choose the applicable law. In this case, it is certainly "in the interest
fights, provided that the conditions and formalities imposed upon na-
tionals are complied with.
Id.
"5 Also, if the infringement is committed on the Internet, it is hard to identify any
particular country in which the protection should be claimed.
Seede Boer, supra note 260, at 26.
Rome II, supra note 3, at para. 21.
308 Id.
Rome II, supra note 3, at art. 6(1).
310 Id. at art. 6(3).
311 de Boer, supra note 260, at 24-25.
312 Id. at 25 n.22.
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of parties to be able to choose" the law governing both their contrac-
tual and their related non-contractual obligations.3 3 Similarly, it is
highly questionable why the exclusion for restrictive trade practice
leaves no room for the parties to make a choice-of-law decision, espe-
cially when such practice only affects particular parties rather than
the market as a whole.
IV. THE IMPACT OF ROME II AND CHALLENGES TO
AMERICAN CHOICE OF LAW
With respect to choice of law, Rome II is unprecedented in that
it removes the traditional barrier between consensual obligations and
non-consensual obligations pertaining to the application of the prin-
ciple of party autonomy. Further, Rome II creates a great platform
for scholars to address the issues associated with this development.
Thus, if Rome I could be considered to have enhanced the notion
that party autonomy is one of the leading principles of contemporary
choice of law, Rome II may serve as a perfect example of the modern
development of the party autonomy doctrine as well as the expansion
of its application in choice of law.
Truly, Rome II is not the first to apply party autonomy to non-
contractual obligations. In Switzerland, for instance, under Article
132 of the 1987 Swiss Federal Code on Private International Law
(CPIL), as amended in 2007, the parties in a tort case may agree any-
time after the event causing damage has occurred that the law of the
forum shall be applied.314 Apparently, while permitting the parties to
choose a governing law in torts, the CPIL limits the choice to the one
that is made after-event only and it also prohibits the parties from
choosing any law other than the law of the forum.1 Similarly, in
Germany, the Introductory Law to the German Code of Civil Proce-
dure was amended in 1999 to allow the parties to agree on the appli-
cable law to a non-contractual obligation, but once again, the choice
may be made only after such non-contractual obligation has arisen.1 6
313 van Eechoud, supra note 244, at 12.
314 For an English translation of the CPIL, see Umbricht Attorneys, Switzerland's
Federal Code on Private International Law (CPIL) (2009), available at http://www.
umbricht.com/eng/frameset4.asp?status=l &id=358&user=guest.
315 See id. In China, scholars have suggested adopting a rule allowing parties to
select the governing law in tort, but the selection is limited to the law of the forum.
CHINESE ASSOCIATION OF PRIVATE INTERNATIONAL LAw: MODEL LAw OF PRIVATE
INTERNATIONAL LAW OF THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA art. 116 (2000).
316 Wendy Kennett, Current Developments, Private International Law, 48 INT'L &
COMp. L.Q. 497, 505-06 (2000); see also Kurt Siehr, Private International Law, in
INTRODUCTION TO GERMAN LAw 346 (Mathias Reimann &Joachim Zekoll eds., 2005).
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The significance of Rome II is obvious. It makes the principle of
party autonomy a general rule of choice of law in non-contractual ob-
ligations, and it applies this rule to almost all of the countries of the
European Community as a whole. It also eliminates the restrictions
imposed by particular countries, such as Switzerland and Germany,
on party choice by agreement concerning the governing law for non-
contractual obligations. In this regard, although it may not be accu-
rate to use the term "breakthrough" to credit Rome II, the impacts of
Rome II on choice of law will certainly be historic and long-lasting.
A. Implication and Impacts of Rome II
A highly notable development in Europe in the past decades is
the "intense europeanization," both in terms of creation and comple-
tion of an internal market, and in the sense of legal integration and
instrumentalization 31 7 Suffice it to say that Rome II is a dramatic step
in this development. 8 With a stated purpose to adopt measures re-
lating to judicial cooperation in civil matters with a cross-border im-
pact to the extent necessary for the proper functioning of the inter-
nal market, Rome II is designed to provide reasonably clear choice-of-
law rules and to unify the member states' laws on this subject. 9
The legal endeavor of Rome II, to bring the non-contractual ob-
ligations to the realm of party autonomy, is remarkable. It explicitly
implicates that, like contractual obligations, the non-contractual obli-
gations could also be dealt with in the way the parties wish, through a
legal system to which they choose to be subject. Despite the view that
the Rome II approach may to a certain extent ultimately prove to be
elusive,32 and notwithstanding the fact that the practicability of Rome
II with respect to the party autonomy doctrine needs to be tested in
its future application, the advancement made by Rome II, to say the
least, represents the modern trend of the development of choice of
law. To be more specific, there are several fronts from which the im-
pacts of Rome II are readily discernable.
First of all, Rome II underscores the function of party autonomy
to help improve legal certainty and predictability. In the choice-of-
law field, there is hardly anything to which a consensus can be estab-
lished. But there seems to have developed an agreement that the
certainty and predictability are the very basic values of choice of law,
and indeed, these values constituted the principal underpinnings and
317 Meeusen, supra note 27, at 287.
318 Symeonides, supra note 10, at 174.
319 Report on Rome II, supra note 4, at paras. 1-9.
320 Symeonides, supra note 10, at 173.
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justification of classic choice-of-law rules. 3 1' But to achieve and main-
tain these values was rarely easy322 due to the considerable difficulty in
attaining "a proper equilibrium between legal certainty and flexibili-
ty. ,,323
A major cause for the difficulty is the chronic struggle between
application of the hard-and-fast rules and pursuance of elastic me-
thods. In the context of conflicts of laws, the hard-and-fast rules are
the ones that are pre-defined, fixed, and readily applicable, while
elastic methods focus on flexible approaches in application and, in
many cases, provide flexibility at the expense of certainty. 324 For the
choice-of-law rules themselves, they might be applied differently de-
pending on whether the rules are directly concerned with a choice of
law or whether the rules contain only the legislative directive pertain-
ing to their application.2 5 In the former situation, the rules are clear
as to which law is going to apply in a particular case, 26 and in the lat-
ter circumstance, it would be up to the courts to further decide what
the legislative directive actually means, given the specific facts of the
327
case.
It has commonly been observed that every legal system has wres-
tled with a contradiction between two requirements of justice: "the
law must be certain and predicable, on one hand, and it must be flex-
ible and adaptable to circumstances, on the other."3 28 But the con-
flict-of-laws system has proved to be particularly susceptible to this
contradiction because, at least in part, the conflict of laws deals with
32 See HoRAcIo A. GRIGERA NA6N, CHOICE-OF-IAW PROBLEMS IN INTERNATIONAL
COMMERcIALARBITRATION 173 (1992).
322 Hanotiau, supra note 96, at 97 ("In the United States, the values of simplicity,
certainty and predictability which were central to the First Restatement have given
way to ... the furtherance of the policies of the states concerned.... In Europe the
traditional values of certainty and predictability are still considered essential.").
323 Symeonides, supra note 10, at 173.
324 Symeonides, supra note 161, at 405.
325 See generally Willis Reese, Statutes in Choice of Law, 35 AM.J. COMP. L. 395 (1987).
326 According to Professor Reese, examples concerned with choice of law are "sta-
tutes that select the state whose law should be applied to determine such matter as
the validity of a contract, rights and liabilities in tort, succession on death and the
transfer of interests in land." Id. at 399.
327 A typical example is the connection rule which provides that the applicable law
should be the law bearing reasonable connection with the parties, transactions, or
the matters involved because what constitutes "reasonable connection" and whether
such a connection exists in an individual case are left to the judgment of the courts.
Id.
328 RENt DAVID, ENGLISH LAW AND FRENCH LAw 24 (1980).
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the issues involving different legal systems.329 Perhaps for the same
reason, legal certainty and predictability seem more desirable in the
conflict-of-laws area than in any other legal area.
Rome II clearly conveys that to enhance legal certainty, the par-
ties should be allowed to make a choice as to the law applicable to a
non-contractual obligation. 3°  It is believed that a choice-of-law
agreement by the parties helps provide a fair measurement of legal
certainty and predictability.33 ' Normally, this belief is well received in
the area of contracts, but Rome II adventures to prove that the belief
may also be established and justified in the field of non-contractual
obligations.
Secondly, as noted, Rome II crosses over the traditional boun-
dary between the consensual and non-consensual obligations with re-
gard to the will of the parties in determining the applicable law. As a
powerful choice-of-law doctrine, party autonomy is deeply rooted in
the concept of freedom of contract that is underscored by the philos-
ophy of laissez-faire.332 The underlying notion is that to grant the
parties the power to determine the governing law will help them fore-
tell with accuracy their rights and obligations that will be affected by
the legal system to which they choose to be subject. 33
Under the traditional view, the will of the parties may be relevant
only with respect to contracts or consensual obligations because such
a will is deemed sovereign in the territory of contracts.3 3 4 Thus, the
non-contractual obligations, especially the obligations arising from
torts, are something alien to the will of the parties. In the United
States, for example, torts-personal injury in particular-are consi-
dered an area in which there is little predictability of result because
in part "the propriety of an actor's conduct is frequently measured
against that of the mythical reasonable man,33 5 and "predictability of
3 See Symeonides, supra note 161, at 413 (comparing the diverse experiences of
the European and American conflict of laws systems).
&V Report on Rome II, supra note 4, at para. 27.
331 See Reese, supra note 206, at 697; J.G. CASTEL, INTRODUCTION TO THE CONFLICT
OF LAWS 173 (4th ed. 2002).
332 See Ian Baxter, International Business and Choice of Law, 36 INT'L & COMP. L.Q.
92, 95 (1987). See also Ole Lando, Contracts, in 3 INTERNATIONAL ENCYCLOPEDIA OF
COMPARATIvE LAw § 24 (Kurt Lipstein ed., 1971).
333 SeeCASTEL, supra note 331, at 174.
34 Letter from Friedrich Juenger, Professor of Law, Univ. of Cal., Davis School of
Law, to Harry C. Sigman, Esq. (June 23, 1994), reprinted in PatrickJ. Borchers, The
Internationalization of Contractual Conflicts Laws, 28 VAN. J. TRANSNAT'L L. 421, 445-47
(1995) [hereinafterJuenger letter].
35 Reese, supra note 136, at 135.
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result and uniformity of decision are not, therefore, values of particu-
lar significance.
3 36
Under Rome II, however, the will of the parties becomes not on-
ly relevant but also decisive in determining the law to govern the ob-
ligations arising from torts, whereby a possible result could be pre-
dicted beforehand. The effects of the application of party autonomy
in the area of non-contractual obligations appear to be self-
explanatory; on the one hand, it reforms the choice of law to the ex-
tent that the contractual and non-contractual obligations could be
dealt with in the same way, and on the other hand, it implicates that
in choice of law, the difference between consensual and non-
consensual obligations is not as significant as it was when party choice
by agreement is involved.
Third, Rome II further consolidates the rule-based choice-of-law
mechanism. In the conflict-of-laws arena, associated with the debate
about certainty and flexibility, there has been a long battle between
rules and approaches.3 7 In this context, the rule is a "formula which
once applied will lead the court to a conclusion,"3 8 while an ap-
proach is a "system which does no more than state what factor or fac-
tors should be considered in arriving at a conclusion. 33 9 Thus, in
contrast to the approach which, though flexible, is mostly factor-
oriented in nature, the rule is more precise, direct, and instructive to
apply. It is true that questions will inevitably arise as to how a particu-
lar rule should be defined and interpreted in order to apply it wisely
and correctly, but the rule-based choice of law is indisputably be-
lieved to be essential to help achieve certainty and predictability. 3
4
As intended, Rome II has a stated purpose to provide uniform
rules in the Community to "determine which national law should ap-
ply to issues in cases with an international dimension where the claim
is brought to enforce a non-contractual obligation. 34 ' Hence, in the
sense that it lays down choice-of-law rules by which all member states
are bound, Rome II, like Rome I, becomes part of European private
international law. At any rate, Rome II contains the choice-of-law
rules that determine which country's law the forum court will apply
3 Id.
337 See Symeonides, supra note 161, at 420-28.
338 Willis L. Reese, Choice of Law: Rules or Approach, 57 CORNELL L. REv. 315, 315
(1972).
339 Id.
340 See Hanotiau, supra note 96, at 97.
341 Report on Rome II, supra note 4, at para. 1.
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to non-contractual obligations, without referring to any judicial anal-
ysis of interest or policies of a particular country.342
In addition, it is worth noting that to make party autonomy a
choice-of-law rule for non-contractual obligations, Rome II, to a cer-
tain extent, may help alleviate the concern that the rules "often do
not offer enough flexibility and therefore could lead to unsatisfactory
result[s]." 34 ' Since party autonomy put the choice of law in the hands
of the parties, the issue of flexibility might not appear to be as signifi-
cant as in the case where the choice of law is to be determined by the
courts. From a more practical stand-point, the party choice by
agreement will greatly enable the parties to know the possible legal
consequences of their activities in a certain and predictable way.
Fourth, Rome II enhances the notion of free choice by the par-
ties in the selection of governing law. The tenet of the party auton-
omy doctrine is free choice because on the conflicts level, party au-
tonomy "mirrors" the substantive principle of freedom of contract.
3
4
Bearing the goal of respecting the principle of party autonomy in
mind, Rome II grants the parties a high degree of freedom in deter-
mining applicable law by agreement, which makes it possible for the
parties to choose the law of a country they like, regardless of connec-
tions with the non-contractual obligation at issue.
Some critics may question why Rome II is so generous with re-
spect to party choice. 345 One possible answer is that the choice-of-law
rules are primarily concerned with the reconciliation of private inter-
est and expectation," 6 and such reconciliation can be best served by
party autonomy. Without a doubt, Rome II needs to be further re-
fined and improved both in substance and in structure. But its ratio-
nale supporting party autonomy in non-contractual obligations clear-
ly rests with its efforts to help create a genuine European area of
freedom and justice. 47 Thus, whatever criticism there may be, it has
been believed that Rome II would be "incomplete without a provision
on party autonomy. 048
32 See id. Also, it has been recognized as a common notion that "the positivistic,
interest-oriented approaches that have become popular in the United States have not
become widely accepted in the rest of the world." Borchers, supra note 334, at 443.
3 Hanotiau, supra note 96, at 97.
M4 Seejuenger letter, supra note 334, at 447.
345 See de Boer, supra note 260, at 22.
M6 See Christopher L. Ingrim, Choice-of-Law Clauses: Their Effect on Extraterritorial
Analysis-A Scholar's Dream, A Practitioner's Nightmare, 28 CREIGHTON L. REv. 663, 664
(1995).
M7 See Report on Rome II, supra note 4, at para. 7.
348 See de Boer, supra note 260, at 29.
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B. Challenges to American Choice of Law
The enactment of Rome II in Europe provides a great opportu-
nity for American scholars and courts to rethink American choice of
law. On the one hand, in the United States, choice of law in non-
contractual obligations remains unsettled, especially in torts where
theories are many but none of them are uniformly applicable. In
fact, to speak metaphorically: "[T]he tale of American choice of law
principles has become the story of a thousand and one inconsistent
tort cases." 9 Further, if not worse, after decades of experimentation
in conflict of laws, Americans "are left with dominant greys and in-
numerable shades: a bewildering chiaroscuro effect that confuses
academicians, practitioners, and judges. 3 5
On the other hand, American choice of law, in general, has a
notoriously domestic focus because "[m]ost conflicts problems that
arise in American practice are interstate rather than international. 35'
This unavoidably created a gap of contextual difference between the
United States and the rest of the world in confronting conflicts mat-
ters. For example, conflict of laws is basically an "interstate" law in
the United States, but it is an international private law (or private in-
ternational law) elsewhere in the world.
To be sure, American conflicts law is derived from European law
and, thus, is deemed as having shared "some basic characteristics with
its European counterpart. 30 2 But this tradition was substantially al-
tered during the American conflict-of-law revolution, which not only
swept away the choice-of-law rules previously established but also
"tore down the entire structure of the conflict-of-law rules."3 53 What
has been noticed mostly is that during and after the revolution, there
developed a unique American attitude against mechanic choice-of-
law rules. This attitude is deeply rooted in "the desire to make con-
flict law more responsive to the demand of substantive policies.
35 4
In the United States then-as to the choice of law in general-a
marked outcome of the revolution was that all rules were denounced
355in favor of approaches, and the conflicts scholars were "quite pre-
39 Reed, supra note 101, at 898.
35 Id. at 867.
351 Friedrich K. Juenger, American and European Conflicts Law, 30 Am. J. CoMP. L.
117, 129 (1982).
352 Symeonides, supra note 55, at 1744.
353 Ole Lando, New American Choice-of-Law Principles and the European Conflict of
Laws of Contracts, 30 Am.J. COMp. L. 19, 21 (1982).
Vitta, supra note 66, at 1.
55 See Symeonides, supra note 55, at 1746.
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pared to live without a unified system. ' ' 356 In tort conflicts, for in-
stance, after Babcock v. Jackson,351 issue-by-issue analysis became a judi-
358cial fashion, and certainty, predictability, and uniformity of results
appeared to be less important. 359 Consequently, the lack of uniformi-
ty of choice-of-law methodologies led "to highly inconsistent and of-
ten unpredictable decisions. '' 60 Even American judges sometimes felt
uncomfortable with the unsettled and conflicting theories with re-
gard to choice of law. 3 I
Ever since the conflict-of-laws revolution, American conflict-of-
law doctrine has been confronted with various challenges and, to a
great extent, those challenges were and still are closely entangled
with the debates surrounding the choice-of-law analysis. From both
academic and practical viewpoints, the conflict-of-laws revolution,
though influential in certain ways to the development of conflict of
laws at home and abroad, unfortunately left some sequelae that
caused American choice of law to drift off the main course of private
international law globally.
The first debate is "rule" or "approach." When the First Res-
tatement was adopted in 1934,62 choice of law in the United States
was settled on the principle of territoriality.3 63 In torts, almost all
courts applied the law of the place of the wrong. 4 This rule-based
conflict-of-law infrastructure was destroyed later during the revolu-
tion because the rules were deemed rigid in their structure and were
believed to "produce capricious results. ' ' 36 5 Instead, a variety of
choice-of-law approaches emerged and the case-by-case analysis be-
came the center of play.
An instrumental product of the revolution was the replacement
of the First Restatement with the Second Restatement. 36 As many
have pointed out, the provisions of the Second Restatement set out
certain amorphous approaches and are "eclectic in nature" because
356 Andreas F. Lowenfeld, Renvoi Among the Law Professors: An American's View of the
Euroean View of American Conflict of Laws, 30 AM.J. COMP. L. 99, 115 (1982).
35 Babcock v.Jackson, 191 N.E.2d 279 (N.Y. 1963).
358 See Symeonides, supra note 55, at 1754.
359 Michael Ena, Choice of Law and Predictability of Decisions in Products Liability Cases,
34 FoR-HAM URB. L.J. 1417, 1418 (2007).
3W Id.
W Lowenfeld, supra note 356, at 107.
32 RESTATEMENT OF CONFLICT OF LAWS (1934).
M3 Symeonides, supra note 55, at 1745.
Hanotiau, supra note 96, at 73.
,%5 SeeVitta, supra note 66, at 1.
36 RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF CONFLICT OF LAws (1971).
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they are based on a compromise among different theories and val-
ues. 3" Therefore, in reality, no matter how hard the Second Res-
tatement "attempts to make the 'most significant relationship'
idea . . .concrete," it offers nothing more than a factor-based ap-
proach, and the factors listed are not only considered vague but they
are also considered to resemble traditional choice-of-law connecting
factors.
Admittedly, a very damaging side effect of the revolution is the
"anti-rule syndrome" that spread over the American conflict-of-laws
system. 369 A visible symptom of the syndrome is the fear that rules will
lead to inflexibility. 0 On the flip side, there is always a voice advocat-
ing for a rule-based choice-of-law system. Even Professor Reese, the
reporter of the Second Restatement, explicitly stated in early 1972
that "[w]e should press on, however, beyond these principles to the
formulation of precise rules" and that "[a] choice of law rule that
works well in the great majority of situations should be applied even
in a case where it might not reach ideal results.
'3 71
The debate on "rule" or "approach" in the United States, though
decades long, does not seem to have an end in sight. On the con-
trary, the debate is likely to continue, especially along with the discus-
sion about the possibility of a new conflict-of-laws restatement. 372 But
whatever developments may arise, the dilemma is clear: while it has
been believed that "one ultimate goal, be it ever so distant, should be
the development of hard-and-fast rules of choice of law,""73 there ex-S 374
ists a strong appetite for flexible approaches.
The second debate, which is directly related to the first, involves
the balance between "flexibility" and "certainty." In the course of the
development of choice of law, the battle to strike a balance between
legal certainty and flexibility never stopped. In past decades, the bal-
ance seemed to have tilted more toward flexibility. 375 At the same
time, however, there was an increasing effort attempting to maintain
367 Willis L.M. Reese, The Second Restatement of Conflict of Laws Revisited, 34 MERCER
L. REv. 501, 508 (1983).
368 Vitta, supra note 66, at 16-17.
369 Symeonides, supra note 161, at 423-24.
370 Id. at 422-23.
37 Reese, supra note 338, at 334.
372 Symeonides, supra note 161, at 424-25.
373 Willis L. M. Reese, General Course on Private International Law, in 150
RECUEIL DES COURS 180 (1976).
374 SeeSymeonides, supra note 161, at 420-23.
375 Id. at 406.
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legal certainty as the basic conflict-of-law value.376 Such is especially
true in Europe, where the trend leans towards greater flexibility by
softening the conflict-of-law rules, 7 and international treaties on
choice of law have been concluded to promote certainty through
harmonization.
In the United States, the movement towards flexibility unfortu-
nately seemed to have gone too far "from the one extreme of ... ri-
gidity... to the other extreme of... total flexibility."3 78 As a result,
the American conflict-of-laws system nearly has become a kingdom of
anarchy, 379 and the case-by-case analysis approach, one way or the
other, "ha[s] created confusion, uncertainty, and attendant delay."38
Regrettably, from the viewpoint of foreign scholars, "the net effect of
flexibility in [American] choice of law has been to apply forum law in
favor of domiciliaries of the forum.
8 1
The Second Restatement undoubtedly declares as a choice-of-
law principle that certainty and predictability, as well as uniformity of
results, need to be considered as the factors relevant to the choice of
applicable law.382 But those factors merely serve as "an indication of
how the judge should approach the question, without definitely pro-
viding which is the applicable law., 383 Thus, scholars have criticized
the vague principles of the Second Restatement by claiming that they
fail to provide adequate guidance to the courts.8 4 A further criticism
is that "American choice of law provides for a system of ad hoc jus-
3835tice," primarily in the area of torts.
The third debate concerns the prominence of state interest or
party interest. "Conflict of laws (or private international law,)" by de-
finition, is the law that regulates civil and commercial matters involv-
ing foreign elements.386 As such, the law's primary focus is on either
376 SeeVitta, supra note 66, at 15-16.
377 Id. at 16.
378 Symeonides, supra note 161, at 413.
379 See id.
Mo See Reed, supra note 101, at 938-39.
381 Lowenfeld, supra note 356, at 102.
8 See RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF CONFLICT OF LAWS § 6 & cmt. c (1971).
383 Vitta, supra note 66, at 16.
Ena, supra note 359, at 1456.
35 Reese, supra note 136, at 146.
386 Wikipedia: The Free Encyclopedia, Conflict of Laws, http://en.wikipedia.org/
wiki/Conflict of laws (last visitedJune 5, 2009) ("Conflict of laws (or private interna-
tional law) is that branch of international law and ... interstate law that regulates all
lawsuits involving a 'foreign' law element where different judgments will result de-
pending on which jurisdiction's laws are applied . . . ."); see also REESE & ROSENBERG,
supra note 51, at 3 ("Conflict of laws provides insights that may help to manage the
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private interest or on party interest. The modern conflict-of-law rules
are considered increasingly to comprise a tendency to take into con-
sideration the interests of the parties in applying one or another law
connected to the case to more realistically reflect the "social realities
underlying legal developments."
3' 7
Unfortunately, the American conflict-of-laws system since the
revolution has experienced an astounding shift in favor of state inter-
est, and many choice of law rules have been infused with a strong
consideration of state policies and interest "over those of individuals
and firms" "s-which, in many cases, made choice of law both immea-
surably flexible and surprisingly unpredictable. Take the party au-
tonomy doctrine for example: it has met resistance in its application
in the United States due to unjustified concerns such as the legislative
function of the parties, the principle of federalism, and constitutio-
nality. 3 9 All of those concerns clearly favored state or government in-
terests.
Some advocates for party autonomy in the United States have
argued that to be efficient the choice of law rules should be designed
to promote individual rather than state, interests.90 It has been a be-
lief that "[p]rotection of the natural expectation of the parties is a
factor which, when considered with certain contacts, may lead to the
formulation of still other rules of choice of law. 3 9 ' But in fact, the
parties' intention in quite a number of cases is not given "decisive ef-
multifarious legal problems that arise from the constant crisscrossing of people and
their affairs among territorially organized legal systems."); University of California-
Berkley Law Library, International & Foreign Legal Research: Researching Private
International Law, http://www.law.berkeley.ed/library/classes/iflr/pil.html (last
visitedJune 5, 2009).
Private international law governs the choice of law to apply when there
are conflicts in the domestic law of different countries related to pri-
vate transactions. This means that there is a dispute or transaction that
involves one of the following: what jurisdiction applies; choice of law to
apply; [or] recognition or enforcement of a foreign judgment. In the
U.S., Canada, and, most recently, England, it is known as conflict of
laws.
Id.
d* Vitta, supra note 66, at 15.
Erin E. O'Hara & Larry E. Robstein, From Politics to Efficiency in Choice of Law, 67
U. CHi. L. REV. 1151, 1232 (2000).
389 See Zhang, supra note 52, at 554-60.
390 See O'Hara & Robstein, supra note 388, at 1151.
391 Reese, supra note 338, at 329.
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fect" with respect to their choice of governing law,392 and the parties'
choice often has to yield to the government's interest and policies.
Even at present, although the doctrine of party autonomy has
been "so widely accepted by the countries of the world that it belongs
to the common core of the legal system[] ," the acceptance of it in
the United States is still limited to the circumstance in which it meets
the requirement of "reasonable connection" or the need of state in-
terest or policy.3 95 Therefore, it is not hard to understand why Amer-
ican choice of law theories, as developed in the revolution, are consi-
dered "unacceptable by a vast majority of European scholars.,
396
The fourth debate relates to "interstate focus" or "international
concern." It seems indisputable that in the United States the conflict-
of-laws analysis has never really been considered in an international
context. In a widely used conflict-of-law textbook, for example, con-
flict of laws even now is defined as encompassing "several related
areas of law: choice of law, constitutional limitations on choice of law,
jurisdiction of courts, recognition of sister-state judgment, and Erie
problems. '397 Obviously, the center of attention here is on the inter-
state conflicts. Furthermore, in American conflict-of-law literature,
international conflicts are generally viewed as an exception to the in-
terstate conflicts or as "an exotic sideshow.,
3 8
Further evidence is that the concept of private international law
is rarely used in law school classrooms in the United States, and the
classic teaching of conflict of laws covers almost nothing internation-
al. In recent years, the federal government has been making efforts
to promote general awareness of private international law by creating
a private international law website at the State Department. 399 The
392 In Haag, for instance, the court held that "even if the parties' intention and the
place of the making of the contract are not given decisive effect, they are neverthe-
less to be given heavy weight," Haag v. Barnes, 175 N.E.2d 441,444 (N.Y. 1961).
393 Opponents of party autonomy even suggested that the autonomy rule be
abandoned, arguing that the autonomy "fail [ed] to serve any of the traditional value
of conflicts of law." Richard J. Bauerfeld, Effectiveness of Choice-of-Law Clauses in Con-
tract Conflict of Law: Party Autonomy or Objective Determination? 82 COLUM. L. REv. 1659,
1691 (1982).
394 Lando, supra note 332, § 24-3.
9 See Zhang, supra note 52, at 529-45.
396 Vitta, supra note 66, at 14.
397 BRILMAYER & GOLDSMITH, supra note 195, at xxvii.
398 Mathias Reimann, Parochialism in American Conflicts Law, 49 AM.J. COM. L. 369,
388 (2001).
399 See U.S. Department of State, Private International Law, http://www.state.gov/
s/l/c3452.htm (last visited June 5, 2009) (stating that the site is "maintained by the
Office of the Assistant Legal Advisor for Private International Law").
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effort, however, does not look like it will be effective in sending a
message that the law of conflicts and private international law are vir-
tually the same body of law.
Certainly, American conflict of laws is rich in theory and in prac-
tice. But its domestic focus inevitably renders it characteristically pa-
rochial, both domestically and internationally. 40 0 To date, facing rap-
id globalization, the mainstay of American conflicts law still does not
appear to pay much attention to international concern, but rather
still is surprisingly engrossed in "purely domestic issues." 40' Thus,
when looking at American conflicts law, one will always find that
there is something missing in making conflict-of-law rules readily ap-
plicable to "foreign" civil or commercial cases, especially in the inter-
national setting.
V. CONCLUSION
The doctrine of party autonomy, since it was introduced in the
sixteenth century, has evolved to become an international accepted
conflict-of-laws principle.4 2 This principle now constitutes a funda-
mental choice-of-law rule and, further, it has also been accepted by
the international community as a uniform choice-of-forum rule.03
Rome II is remarkable because it surmounts the traditional hurdle
between consensual agreement in choice of law and non-consensual
obligations by applying party autonomy extensively to the matters
arising from non-contractual obligations. Rome II well represents a
change or development in the modern choice of law, and the change
is dramatic.
However, nothing in this Article suggests that Rome II is perfect.
On the contrary, much work needs to be done to further clarify the
provisions of Rome II both in theory and in practice, and quite a few
debates surely are expected in relation to the application of party au-
tonomy in non-contractual obligations. But Rome II, as an interna-
tional regulation, opens the door for the consensus-based doctrine of
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party autonomy to take effect in the territory of non-consensual obli-
gations. More importantly, Rome II explicitly promotes the notion
that the party autonomy doctrine helps to enhance legal certainty
and predictability.
It is not an exaggeration to say that it is time for the United
States to wake up. The truth is, the conflict-of-law revolution that
many Americans are still proud of is already "a matter of the past,
4°4
405
and "the twenty-first century expects more from" America. Actual-
ly, when talking about the defects in tort choice-of-law rules in 1982,
Professor Reese had hoped that "at some future time the new theo-
ries w[ould] engulf the entire field of choice of law., 40 6 In 1999, the
hope of the reports of the Second Restatement was resuscitated by an
initiative for a Third Conflicts Restatement.
40 7
The United States "can benefit from studying European [private,
international law]" 4 0 0-and Rome II indeed offers a great chance.
Given a pressing need to dispose of an anti-rule syndrome in the
United States, it is necessary to reposition American choice of law
in a way that it will absorb international trends and common practic-
es. A revisiting of the party autonomy doctrine, with an aim to make
it a basic choice-of-law rule that applies extensively not only to con-
tractual obligations but also to non-contractual obligations, might be
an ideal starting point. As many in the United States have concluded,
"the expansion of party autonomy in choice of law both promotes in-
dividual welfare and pressures legislat[ors] to enact efficient laws."
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